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Abstract

The NSTAR (”Neutron Sandwich Transmuter/Activation-γ Radiator”) pro-
totypes were developed and their performances were evaluated using radioac-
tive sources and a pulsed-neutron beam. The NSTAR operating principle is
similar to that of Gd-loaded liquid scintillation detectors, where the scintilla-
tor has dual functions as neutron moderator and sensor of delayed capture γ-
rays, but spatially separates scintillator from neutron converter components.
The time dependent NSTAR response to neutrons consists of a prompt, en-
ergy related light flash followed by a delayed signal characteristic in both light
output and delay time. This feature allows to discriminate between neutrons
and γ-rays on average and provides the basis for multiplicity determination.
The detectors are scalable, economic to construct of environmentally benign
components, and can be ruggedized. Prototype detector modules consist of
[12 x 20 x (50 or 100) cm3] stacks of plastic scintillator slabs (Saint Gobain
BC-408) alternating with thin Gd converter films viewed by fast photomul-
tipliers (Philips XP2041). The effective Gd/scintillator ratio is 0.5 wt.%.
Results of tests of NSTAR with 252Cf and neutrons from the D(d,n)3He re-
actions are in good agreement with theoretical estimates based on neutron
transport simulations. Characteristics of the detector module include an av-
erage neutron capture time of 〈tc〉 = (21.7 ± 0.2) µs and a detection efficiency
of ε = (26 ± 3) for DD neutrons. The NSTAR has been applied to determine
the multiplicity distribution of neutrons produced in D(d,n)3He reactions by
a neutron generator.
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1. Introduction

Neutrons are an important, penetrating type of radiation, occurring in
nature with a range of energies spanning many orders of magnitude. In nu-
clear research and development (from low-energy fission and inertial fusion to
medium and high energy heavy-ion experiments), neutrons often constitute
a major experimental signal. Increasingly, neutron irradiation and activation
are utilized in many applications such as in material testing, transmutation of
isotopes (radio pharmaceuticals, transactinides in spent nuclear fuel), ther-
mal and fast neutron imaging (oil prospecting, detection of illicit materials
like drugs and SNM). For example, modern techniques of direct interrogation
of shipment contents involve measurements of flux, multiplicity and energy
spectrum of transmitted or scattered primary neutrons, as well as detection
of prompt and delayed secondary neutrons, γ-rays or other types of induced
radiation. Adverse effects of harsh environments and high backgrond rates
can be mitigated with ”phase-sensitive” coincident or pulsed-scan methods
involving specialized radiation detectors of the type introduced here.

The various ”neutronics” applications of current interest require neutron
monitors of different capabilities. However, universally desirable character-
istics of neutron detectors are high detection efficiency with a low energy
threshold, a fast and specific response to neutrons, a relatively energy inde-
pendent response function as well as multi-hit resolving power. In practice,
realizations of neutron detectors always invoke compromises in functional-
ity. For example, due to the long mean free path of energetic neutrons in
materials, highly efficient neutron detectors are voluminous. This fact has
consequences for response time, ease of operation, and economics; it is often
associated with environmental hazards.

Since neutrons do not ionize the detector medium directly, their detec-
tion proceeds via nuclear processes generating charged particles or γ-rays
in n-induced scattering and reactions in the media of ionization counters
and scintillation detectors. Examples of such induced radiation include re-
coil protons from elastic scattering on detector hydrogen content or charged
particles produced in thermal-neutron capture in 3He proportional counters.
Discrimination between neutrons and coexisting background radiation can be
accomplished utilizing the characteristic spectrum of the induced radiation
or a characteristic time dependent detector response. For example, discrimi-
nation based on the latter in scintillation detectors exploits radiation specific
differences in effective scintillation decay rates or relies on diffusion delayed
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scintillation induced by neutrons.
Among the nuclear reactions often applied in neutron detection are pro-

cesses induced by thermal neutron capture in separated 3He, 6Li, 10B isotopes
[1]. However, scarcity and cost of such separated isotopes have triggered
wide-spread search for more economic alternatives. A major motivation for
the present work has been to overcome this challenge by developing a new
Gd capture gated plastic neutron detector.

Because of their interesting capabilities, natGd-loaded liquid scintillation
detectors have been used in a number of nuclear and particle science experi-
ments as neutron counters and multiplicity meters [2, 3, 4, 5]. Unfortunately,
the organic solvents (benzene, trimethyl-benzene, xylene, etc.) typically em-
ployed in such detectors are highly flammable, toxic, and carcinogenic liq-
uids, which impose significant environmental hazards. In these respects,
non-volatile, inert scintillators, e.g., plastics, silicone rubber compounds or
glasses are clearly preferable. Unfortunately, Gd additives to such scintilla-
tors cause opacity or at least significantly reduce the light attenuation length,
making such scintillators viable only for small detectors [6, 7].

In this scenario, the NSTAR detector (”Neutron Sandwich Transmuter-
Activation-γ Radiator”) described in the present work represents an inter-
esting alternative circumventing the problems described above by separating
spatially scintillator from radiator components. Its operational principle is
discussed in the following Section 2, along with optimization and simula-
tion calculations that have resulted in the development of several prototype
modules of the detector. Section 3 provides a description of prototype de-
sign criteria and component testing. Actual detector response to individual
neutrons and neutron bursts, γ-rays and cosmic muons will be discussed in
Section 4. Summary and conclusions are offered in Section 5.

2. The NSTAR Concept and Design

2.1. Principle of Operation

The NSTAR is a layered, two-component organic plastic scintillation de-
tector. Its operational concept utilizes and extends to a broad dynamic range
a well-known nth-γ conversion reaction. The spatial separation of scintillator
and converter avoids the opacity problem associated with direct scintillator
doping. Fast neutrons are rapidly moderated down to thermal energies, de-
positing their kinetic energy essentially within the scintillator component of
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Figure 1: Schematic view of an NSTAR detector prototype module.

the detector, where they produce a ”prompt” light output signal. Subse-
quently, the thermalized neutrons diffuse slowly through the detector until
captured by nuclei in the second detector component, the nth-γ converter or
radiator, which gives rise to a delayed light output signal. Figure 1 provides
the schematic drawing of a detector module made of a stack of planar scin-
tillator slabs alternating with Gd-loaded converter films viewed by a photo
multiplier.

In the present detector, Gd in natural abundance is used as active nth-
γ radiator component, since gadolinium has excellent absorption properties
for thermal neutrons. This is true in particular for the isotopes 157Gd (15.7
%) and 155Gd (14.7 %), which have the highest thermal neutron capture
cross-sections among all known nuclides, σcap = 254,000 b and σcap = 90,600
b, respectively. In its natural isotopic composition gadolinium still has a
high mean thermal neutron capture cross section of σcap = 4.9 × 104 b,
making natural Gd useful as an efficient and economically attractive neutron
converter material.

A cascade of 2-3 γ-rays following the neutron capture process is emit-
ted with total energy corresponding to the neutron binding energies of 8.46
MeV (155Gd) or 7.87 MeV (157Gd). In the NSTAR these capture γ-rays are
detected with the plastic scintillator component, where they undergo mul-
tiple Compton scattering on electrons and are absorbed with an efficiency
increasing with active detector volume. With respect to the time of neu-
tron injection, the capture related scintillation light is diffusion delayed on a
several-γs long time scale. Obviously, the delayed light output intensity is in-
dependent of initial neutron energy. Total absorption of the capture γ-rays,
achieved with sufficiently large scintillator volumes, signals each captured
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neutron by one characteristic, full-energy light output flash corresponding to
∼8 MeV.

For moderately sized NSTAR modules, neutron-γ discrimination is still
possible by monitoring the time dependent scintillation light output gener-
ated by fast (”prompt”) ionization, which for incident neutrons is followed
by delayed capture-γ emission. While the prompt light output flash pro-
vides a measure of the total energy deposited in an event, the delayed signal
component occurring for neutrons has a light output spectrum characteristic
of the detector. If in an event several neutrons are injected in the detector
simultaneously, all contribute to the prompt summed light output intensity,
while each of the neutrons has independently the chance to produce a de-
layed signal. The statistical separation in associated capture times renders
the neutron multiplicity an event-by-event observable. The mean time to
capture and its statistical spread can be tuned by choosing the total Gd
concentration and its distribution throughout the layered detector geometry.

The above neutron identification method obviously requires an essentially
complete moderation to thermal energies (”stopping”) of incident fast neu-
trons. As demonstrated by simulation calculations described below (Sect.
2.2), this task is accomplished by multiple elastic scattering of neutrons pre-
dominantly off the protons in the organic scintillator, provided the scintillator
volume is sufficiently large. For few-MeV neutrons, the moderation process
requires plastic-scintillator thicknesses of the order of several cm and com-
pletes within the first (50-100) ns after injection into the detector. The sub-
sequent diffusion of thermalized neutrons terminates with neutron capture,
preferentially in the Gd radiator film. An efficient detector design minimizes
competing capture events by protons in the scintillator producing a weaker
(2.2-MeVee) signal.

2.2. Simulations Calculations

The many possible applications of plastic-scintillator neutron detectors
like the NSTAR suggest modular constructions, such that size and geom-
etry are flexible and easily modified. Furthermore, versatility and ease of
construction favor a rectangular design for the prototype modules such as
illustrated in Fig. 1. The overall dimensions of these modules should match
the neutron spectra available for realistic test measurements, i.e., provide
sizeable stopping efficiencies for neutrons of the order of (1-2) MeV of inter-
est here. Finally, in order to be suited also for neutron time-of-flight and fast
coincidence measurements, the scintillator should be relatively fast.
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Figure 2: Cross-sections of the stack geometries a) - d) considered in simulations (not to
scale). Abscissa and ordinate are given in units of cm. White dots and lines indicate Gd,
shaded areas represent scintillator. Black dots outline trajectories of individual 1-MeV
neutrons entering each stack vertically from below.

Following the above considerations, several important design tasks re-
main. For a given detector volume, the overall detection efficiency for iden-
tified neutrons, as well as the mean detector response time and multiplicity
resolution, depend on the amount of Gd radiator component and its dis-
tribution throughout the detector volume. From other realizations of Gd-
loaded detectors [2, 3, 4, 5], one already expects the average Gd/scintillator
weight ratios of the order of a few times 10−2 to suffice. However, in order
to derive an optimum solution to the multi-dimensional intercorrelated Gd
concentration problem, quantitative numerical simulation studies have been
conducted for a number of plausible NSTAR architectures. These simula-
tion calculations have been performed with an expanded version (DENISE)
of the existing Monte Carlo neutron-γ transport code DENIS [8, 9]. The
modified code simulates neutron moderation, diffusion and capture, as well
as the transport of γ-rays through the detector stack. On the other hand,
losses in light output are not simulated in detail, i.e., the theoretical light
collection efficiency was set to unity in all simulations.

In the following, results of simulation calculations are reported for several
detector architectures: a) A uniform Gd distribution within a single 10-
cm thick scintillator block, b) Two 5-cm thick scintillator slabs sandwiching
one 0.1-cm thick Gd radiator film, c) Four 2.5-cm thick scintillator slabs
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interspersed with three 0.1-cm thick Gd films, d) Five 2-cm thick scintillator
slabs alternating with four 0.1-cm thick Gd films.

All simulations, each representing 105 events, assume a total scintillator
volume of 10 × 20 × 100 cm3 and a total Gd/scintillator concentration of 0.5
% by weight. Case a) is an idealization chosen only for comparison. Here, the
simulations ignore the fact that already small amounts of Gd doping render
the scintillator opaque and thus dysfunctional. The different architectures
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 2, along with sample trajectories for
1-MeV neutrons entering each detector stack vertically from below. The
bunching of trajectory points observed in Fig. 2 a) or c) indicates that the
respective neutron has entered the diffusion regime characterized by large
directional changes but approximately constant thermal energy. In cases b)
and d) trajectories of neutrons that escape from the detector are illustrated.
As expected, the simulations demonstrate that the mean detector response
time and efficiency with which neutrons are captured by Gd nuclei depend
on the local Gd concentration encountered in the neutron diffusion regime.
In the simulations, this domain begins at the ”thermalization point”, where
the neutron energy has first dropped below En = 50 meV. The important
quantity is then ”capture distance”, λ = |~rth - ~rcap|, the distance between the
neutron thermalization and the capture sites ~rth and ~rcap respectively, where
the neutron is captured by a 155Gd, 157Gd, or 1H nucleus.

The results of these calculations are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4 for the
above architectures a) - d). In Fig. 3 the probability is plotted on logarithmic
scale vs. capture distance λ. The curves in this figure represent exponen-
tial (Gaussian) fits to the individual sets of data points. One observes from
these data that, with increasing number of Gd films, i.e., decreasing thick-
nesses of the individual scintillator slabs, the capture distance distribution
approaches that characteristic of a uniform gadolinium concentration. Es-
sentially, a detector with five 2-cm scintillator slabs and four converter films
approximates very well a hypothetical geometry of 10-cm thick scintillator
block with uniform Gd doping.

A corresponding observation is made with respect to the neutron capture
time distributions illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, the probability is plotted vs.
the time elapsed between injection of a 1-MeV neutron into the scintillator
and its capture. The curves in Fig. 4 have the shape expected from the
superposition of two time-dependent stochastic processes, neutron scattering
and diffusion. The capture probability dependence on detector architecture
for the considered four detector stack geometries is illustrated in Fig. 4.
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From that figure it is obvious that the mean capture time 〈tc〉 decreases
with increasing number of layers, i.e., decreasing scintillator slab thickness.
Going from two, 5-cm thick scintillator slabs to five, 2-cm thick slabs, the
mean capture time decreases from 〈tc〉 = 47 µs to 〈tc〉 = 20 µs, approaching
〈tc〉 = 10 µs for the uniform Gd distribution of an idealized detector. The
data in Fig. 4 illustrate the dichotomy of the properties of a fast response of
the detector to neutrons and an efficient average n-γ discrimination. A slow
response is desirable because it makes the detector better applicable to high
incident neutron count rates but more susceptible to accidental background.
On the other hand, a faster detector response implies a shorter diffusion delay
of neutron capture and therefore diminished n-γ discrimination efficiency and
multiplicity (”multi-hit”) resolution. As a compromise, the configuration
of 2-cm thick scintillator slabs alternating with 1-mm thick Gd radiators
was chosen for the NSTAR prototype modules. For this adopted NSTAR
prototype architecture, additional simulation calculations were carried out,
in order to determine the optimum total amount of Gd in the detector.
Results of these calculations are presented in Fig. 5. Obviously, the capture
probability increases first with the amount of Gd in the radiators, but this
dependence saturates close to a maximum for concentrations above (0.4 -
0.5) wt %. Therefore, a Gd/scintillator weight ratio of 0.5 % represents a
sufficient Gd concentration for the prototype.

Finally, the neutron capture efficiency predicted by simulation calcula-
tions is depicted in Fig. 6 vs. neutron energy for the above prototype ar-
chitecture and a collimated beam of neutrons perpendicular to the detector
stacking direction. Data are shown separately for capture in Gd and H, along
with the total efficiency. Obviously, capture in Gd is the dominant mode of
neutron capture. Since the scintillator is only 10 cm thick in the direction
of neutron incidence, the capture probability and therefore the detection ef-
ficiency are strongly energy dependent. The efficiency reaches ε = 0.5 for En

< 200 keV but decreases to less than ε = 0.1 for En > 5 MeV. For other di-
rections of neutron incidence, the efficiency varies generally with the effective
scintillator thickness in the neutron path.

3. Component Development and Optimization

The practical detector development focused on the fabrication of suitable
Gd-loaded radiator films, the assembly of detector module stacks, complete
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with light guides, photo multiplier and support structure, and the maximiza-
tion of scintillator light collection.

3.1. Radiator Films

The basic function of the radiator films to be placed between any two of
the scintillator slabs in an NSTAR module is to maintain uniform layers of a
suitable compound of natGd, which is the active nth-γ converter component.
Among the desired properties of the film are admission of the selected Gd
compound in its matrix as well as maintenance of chemical and thermal
stability, preservation of shape under polymerization process, the flexibility
and integrity of large pieces. Low mass density and absorbance for neutrons
and γ-rays are additional requirements.

Thermo-plastic polymers present good choices for the medium holding
the required Gd compound in the polymerization process. For example,
poly-dimethyl-siloxane (PDMS) [10] has been used in similar applications
and appears to satisfy the above requirements for the NSTAR radiator films.
Polymerization of PDMS occurs upon combining the two-component base
(dimethyl siloxane, dimethylvinyl-terminated and dimethyl, methylhydrogen
siloxane) with the curing agent (proprietary Pt catalyst). Prior to the pro-
cess, gadolinium (III) oxide (Gd2O3) was added to the base diluted with
cyclohexane. The mixture was allowed to polymerize in a shallow planar
mold, first for 12h at room temperature, followed by 36 hours at elevated
temperatures under heat lamps. The resulting 0.1-cm thick film turned out
to be uniformly loaded, flexible and easy to handle.

Thermal neutrons were used to determine gadolinium uniformity of the
film in the absorption measurements by randomly selected sample film patches.
A 252Cf-fission/neutron source in a 12-cm thick paraffin moderator produced
the thermal neutrons. Neutron fluxes with and without samples were mea-
sured with 3He proportional counters. Fluctuations in the absorption of less
than ±1% were observed for the set of film samples, and are in good agree-
ment with DENISE simulation calculations.

Optical reflective properties of the radiator film were investigated by scan-
ning randomly selected film patches with UV-Vis light. At wavelength of λ
= 425 nm, corresponding to maximum light emission of fast scintillators,
the reflectivity was found to fluctuate at low value for R = (41 ± 3) %.
Due to relatively modest reflective properties of the radiator film additional
reflective materials are required, and discussed in the next section.
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3.2. Scintillator and Readout

In order to render the NSTAR suitable for neutron time-of-flight and
fast coincidence measurements, a fast plastic was chosen as scintillator. For
the present detector, the general purpose plastic scintillator BC408 (Saint
Gobain) [11] was chosen as suitable and cost effective. The scintillator has
a quoted decay time of τ = 2 ns with a light emission maximum in the UV
region at λ = 425 nm. The quoted light absorption length is L = 3.8 m. For
the prototype construction, 2-cm thick scintillator slabs with polished edges
were prepared for specified lengths (50 cm and 100 cm) and width (20 cm)
used to construct 0.5-m and 1-m long prototype stacks, respectively.

Light attenuation and wrapping materials were tested with sample rods
of BC-408 scintillator using cosmic-ray muons as minimum ionizing particles.
Individual scintillator slabs were wrapped in diffusively reflecting nitrocellu-
lose paper which proved superior to other commonly used materials such as
aluminized Mylar.

The NSTAR prototype stacks were viewed by Philips XP2041, 10.2-cm
diameter photomultipliers attached to one or both ends of the stack. Di-
rect photo multiplier attachment or coupling to the stack via conical light
guides both gave good light output collection. The signal processing was
accomplished utilizing standard NIM and CAMAC electronic modules.

4. Performance of the NSTAR Prototypes

4.1. Calibration and Light Output Resolution

summed light output of the assembled scintillator stack of the long NSTAR
prototype was calibrated in electron-equivalent energy units (eVee) using
standard γ-ray sources and cosmic-ray muons. Equivalent light output cal-
ibration in terms of proton recoil energies is accomplished using standard
conversion formulas [12]. Muon trajectories through the detector were de-
fined using a ”telescope” setup with additional two, 2-cm wide scintillation
strip detectors placed above and below the stack, requiring a coincidence
with the NSTAR. Light output resolution of ΓFWHM = (20-24)% was typi-
cally achieved for a 24-MeVee muon signal detected by photo multipliers on
both ends of a 1-m long NSTAR stack.

The difference in arrival times of light output signals at the photo multipli-
ers on opposite ends of a 1-m long NSTAR stack has been used to determine
one coordinate of the point of light generation within the scintillator. Rela-
tive time (position) distributions recorded with muons entering at different
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Figure 7: Difference in light output signal arrival times at opposite ends of a 1-m long
stack for different injection points of cosmic muons.

positions along the NSTAR module are presented in Fig. 7, where position
zero corresponds to the middle of the detector. The obtained time resolution
of ΓFWHM = (0.55 ± 0.02) ns corresponds to a position resolution of ΓFWHM

= (4.2 ± 0.2) cm. Given the spatial extents of interaction regions for incident
neutrons or γ-rays, such a position resolution is adequate.

4.2. Response to 252Cf neutrons

The response of a prototype NSTAR module to neutrons, specifically
its particle identification capability, was tested with neutrons from a weak
(0.189 µCi) 252Cf source and neutrons produced in D(d,n)3He reactions (DD-
neutrons) by a generator with variable beam profiles.

The 252Cf source emitted 860 neutrons per second in 4π and approxi-
mately a factor of 2-3 as many coincident prompt γ-rays. This allowed one
to perform a γ-neutron time of flight (TOF) experiment, where the time-zero
reference signal is provided by a 7.6 cm x 7.6 cm NaI detector triggering on
γ-rays from the source. Signals from the NSTAR provided the stop signals
for time-to-digital converter (TDC) generating the TOF spectrum of events.

Data collected at a TOF distance of 60 cm are displayed in Fig. 8. The
distribution features a strong ”prompt” gamma peak at t = 2 ns due to coin-
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cident γ-rays in both NaI and neutron detectors. A broad bump between t =
10 ns and 70 ns corresponds to neutrons, as ascertained by test measurements
at different TOF distances. The relatively flat region indicated at late TOF
times has been used to estimate the magnitude of the random background.
Selecting events in the TOF region where neutrons dominate background and
prompt γ-rays essentially ”tags” events detected by the NSTAR as neutrons.

The capture time distribution measured with the NSTAR for such tagged
neutron events relative to the time-zero reference is depicted in Fig. 9. Here,
the measured distribution of delayed NSTAR signals is plotted as a histogram
against the time relative to the time-zero reference signal. The measured
curve has the characteristic shape expected from simulations, with a most
probable capture time of tmp = 7 µs and a long tail to very long capture
times. The solid curve drawn through the data represents a fit employing
the function

dN(t)

dt
= A[exp−λt[t(β − λ) − 1] + exp−βt], (1)

where α and β are the free parameters [13]. For the NSTAR, the experimental
mean capture time was found to be 〈tc〉 = β−1 + 2λ−1 = (21.7 ± 0.2) µs,
which is close to the value of 〈tc〉 = 20 µs predicted by DENISE simulation
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calculations.
Since the capture time distribution is strongly peaked around t ≈ tmp

= 7 µs, restricting acceptance of events to a small time interval about the
most probable time amplifies the neutron contribution relative to the random
background. This behavior is demonstrated by the data from the above 252Cf
experiment shown in Fig. 10, where the light output spectrum for tagged neu-
trons captured within the 20-µs wide acceptance interval is compared to the
background distribution. The light output spectrum for the neutron events
(solid triangles) shows a Compton continuum reaching up to only ∼ 5MeV ee,
since the NSTAR is a ”thin” detector for high-energy capture γ-rays. As seen
in Fig. 10, with a signal-to-background ratio of S/B >(102 - 103), the back-
ground (open triangles) is negligible for most of the range of light output
amplitudes characteristic of neutron capture events. Even without the above
”gating” requirements on TOF and capture time spectra, neutron induced γ
radiation in the range (2.5 - 4.5) MeVee still dominates the measured light
output amplitudes. However, the ungated signal-to-background ratio is only
of the order of 2 - 4.

4.3. Efficiency Measurements with a Neutron Generator

The measurements with neutron-γ sources discussed above have demon-
strated the functionality of the NSTAR and its capability to detect and
identify neutrons, even under unfavorable background conditions. The mea-
surements discussed in the following provide information about the (10cm x
20cm x 50cm) NSTAR neutron detection efficiency and multiplicity resolving
power (”multi-hit” capability).

These latter experiments have been carried out with a small neutron gen-
erator (ThermoFisher Scientific, Model MP320). The MP320 is a portable
generator producing neutrons in D(d,n)3He reaction (DD-neutrons) by ac-
celerating deuterium beam impinging on a deuterated Zr target.

Precise information about the actual spectrum of generator neutrons and
their angular distribution was not available and required separate, dedi-
cated calibration measurements. This latter generator calibration measure-
ment was carried out using a neutron monitor detector with well-known re-
sponse function, consisting of a 5.1-cm by 10.2-cm diameter BC-501A liquid-
scintillator cell coupled to an XP2041 Philips photomultiplier. This monitor
detector has excellent n-γ pulse shape discrimination capability for neutron
energies En > 0.5 MeV and was employed together with dedicated analog
signal processing electronics (PD6, HMI Elektronik).
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Figure 11: Setup of NSTAR and monitor detectors with the neutron generator (”Geometry
1”). During some of measurements an iron ”shadow bar” interdicted the direct view of
the target.

Energy dependent light output response and absolute efficiency of the
monitor for neutrons were calculated using the program by Cecil [12]. The
effective efficiency of the monitor detector to generator neutrons was calcu-
lated to be εMon = 0.34 at a threshold of Eth = 0.15 MeVee. To deduce the
actual laboratory energy spectrum of generator neutrons, the light output
spectrum measured by the monitor was fitted with an asymmetric Gaussian
trial spectrum shape folded with the calculated light output distributions.
Results of the measurements indicated noticeable effects of the internal gen-
erator structure on the laboratory energy and angular distributions.

The schematics of a typical setup of the 0.5-m long NSTAR and monitor
neutron detectors is depicted in Fig. 11, as used in the measurements em-
ploying the pulsed-beam neutron generator. Here, the NSTAR is arranged
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Figure 13: Theoretical and experimental NSTAR neutron detection efficiencies for two
NSTAR orientations. Open and solid symbols represent Geometry 1 and 2, respectively.
Data points at 2 MeV have beam measured relative to BC-501A neutron monitor detector.
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perpendicular to the generator axis facing the generator target with its yz
area (cf. Fig. 1) defined as a ”Geometry 1”. Measurements were also per-
formed using a corresponding arrangement with the NSTAR placed parallel
to the generator exposing its xz side to the neutron flux, defined as a ”Ge-
ometry 2”. For the determination of the background of neutrons scattered
into the NSTAR, in some of the runs a massive, 60-cm long iron bar was
inserted into the direct line of view of the target from both detectors. In
addition, the detectors were placed on boron-loaded polyethylene sheet un-
derneath which paraffin blocks and water containers were located to shield
the detectors from neutrons backscattered from concrete floor and walls. The
measured background contributions were of the order of a few percent of the
primary neutron intensity. Measured neutron fluxes were corrected for this
background of scattered neutrons.

An example of an NSTAR event time distribution measured relative to
generator pulse signals is presented in Fig. 12. For these measurements the
generator was tuned to low neutron intensities corresponding to dN/dΩdt
≈ 3.7 × 104 sr−1s−1. The background spectrum was measured with a
shadow bar which is also shown in Fig. 11. As seen from this figure, the
net, background-subtracted NSTAR time distribution is dominated by an
intense prompt peak in the time range (2 - 7) µs attributed to X rays and
γ-rays produced within the generator. At later times events characteristic
to neutron capture γ-rays time distribution already familiar from the data
shown in Fig. 9 are illustrated. Integrating the net capture time distribution
provides the number NSTAR of neutrons detected. Comparing it to the cor-
responding number of counts, NMon, for the monitor detector, one obtains
the NSTAR detection efficiency from the expression

ε =
NNSTAR/ΩNSTAR

NMon/ΩMon

εMon, (2)

where the quantities ΩNSTAR and ΩMon denote the solid angles subtended
by the two detectors, respectively. In applying the procedure indicated in
Eqn. 2, correction due to the anisotropic neutron angular distribution has
been accounted for.

The detection efficiencies of the NSTAR detector module determined for
the effective generator neutron energy spectrum (〈En〉 = (2 ± 0.3) MeV)
for an electronic threshold of Eth = 0.2 MeVee in Geometries 1 and 2 are
ε1 = (0.26 ± 0.03) and ε2 = (0.32 ± 0.04), respectively. Values for the
experimentally determined NSTAR detection efficiency are compared in Fig.
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13 with predictions by DENISE simulation calculations carried out for a
range of neutron energies up to En = 10 MeV.

As can be expected, the detection efficiency depends on the orientation
of the NSTAR module relative to the incident neutron flux but generally
decreases with increasing neutron energy. Experimental efficiencies are in
approximate agreement with the predictions which however somewhat tend
to underestimate the measurements.

4.4. Neutron Multiplicity Measurements

The NSTAR operational principle for neutron detection and identification
relies on the diffusion delayed capture of previously thermalized neutrons by
Gd nuclei in the radiator films. The significant statistical spread in capture
times can be assessed from the data shown in Figs. 9 and 12. As a conse-
quence of the statistical nature of the diffusion process, the capture events
of individual members of an ensemble of multiple neutrons, injected into the
NSTAR within a short burst, are dispersed in time. This feature allows one
to measure event-by-event the neutron multiplicity of neutron bursts (the
number of neutrons in a burst) subject to losses due to the finite detection
efficiency and counting dead-time.

To demonstrate the NSTAR neutron multiplicity resolving power (”multi-
hit capability”) the number of detected neutrons was counted for individual
generator pulses as a function of average neutron flux. For these measure-
ments, the NSTAR module was placed as closely as possible and parallel to
the generator axis. This geometry largely reduced sensitivity to scattered
neutrons and room background. The neutron generator was operated at 10
kHz pulse repetition rate, and instantaneous neutron multiplicities per pulse
were varied by a factor of three. Electronic generator signals were used to
trigger the NSTAR data acquisition system synchronously with the beam
pulses. For each beam pulse, the number of NSTAR responses and their
times were recorded individually over an interval of 90 µs with a time reso-
lution of ∆t = 100 ns by a CAMAC counter.

The time distribution of NSTAR responses for trains of four successive
neutron generator beam pulses is exhibited in Fig. 14. As is seen in this fig-
ure, the pulse produces a prompt NSTAR response due to X rays, γ-rays and
neutrons, and at later times a capture time distribution characteristic for the
prototype detector. The number of counts in a capture time interval from 7
to 97 µs after the reference time signal represents a ”raw” total multiplicity
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Figure 14: NSTAR time response distribution for a train of four neutron generator beam
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mtot of the event, a sum of background (mb) and apparent neutron multiplic-
ity (m’). In the following, the associated multiplicity distributions P(m) are
characterized by mean and variance, their first and second moments, 〈m〉 and
σ2

m, respectively. In Fig. 15 experimental multiplicity distributions for three
different generator current settings are shown. In addition, the multiplicity
distribution of room background events is shown. Here, the probability P is
plotted on a logarithmic scale vs. multiplicity. One observes a very narrow,
exponentially decreasing background multiplicity distribution and the dis-
tributions associated with neutrons from the generator. Both, mean values
and variances increase with generator beam current. The variance-to-mean
ratios of the multiplicity distributions are consistent with a Poisson process.

In order to derive the true neutron multiplicities m, the first and second
moments of the measured total neutron multiplicity distributions have to be
corrected for the finite dead-time, background associated with the generator
operating at a particular beam current and the NSTAR neutron detection
efficiency ε for single neutrons.

Dead-time corrections calculated for the measured pulse pair resolution
of 100 ns indicate minor decrease in detector live-times from 99.8 % to 99.3 %
for generator beam current increasing from 30 to 80 µA. Background contri-
butions to the total multiplicity distributions at various beam currents were
estimated from the intensity of the corresponding capture time distributions
at late times (95 - 97) µs. Subtracting the first and second moments of the
background distributions from the corresponding moments of the measured
total multiplicity distributions already corrected for dead-time, one obtains
the moments of the distribution of apparent neutron multiplicities, m’.

Mean values and variances of the true neutron multiplicity distributions
are derived from the corresponding measured, apparent quantities according
to

〈m〉 = 〈m′〉/ε, (3)

σ2

m/〈m〉 = σ2

m′/(ε〈m′〉) − (1 − ε)/ε. (4)

Applying the above corrections, the data indicate that the NSTAR detec-
tor, subtending a solid angle of ΩNSTAR = 5 × 10−3 of 4π, was exposed to
an average flux of 〈m30〉 = (3.4 ± 0.46), 〈m60〉 = (9.5 ± 1.21) and 〈m80〉
= (13.69 ± 1.70) neutrons per burst at beam currents of 30, 60 and 80
µA, respectively. The corresponding variance to mean ratios derived for the
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measured moments of the true distributions of neutrons per burst increase
from R30 = σ2

m/〈m〉 = (1.3 ± 0.7), R60 = σ2

m/〈m〉 = (1.3 ± 0.7), to R80 =
σ2

m/〈m〉 = (1.6± 0.7), which is consistent with a Poisson process. Therefore,
the widths of the apparent multiplicity distributions are significantly influ-
enced by the statistical uncertainties associated with the NSTAR counting
process.

The above mean neutron rates measured with the NSTAR correspond to
total rates ranging from 80 to 300 neutrons emitted by the generator per
burst. These results agree with other independent rate measurements, in-
cluding vendor provided specifications. The high live-time values mentioned
previously suggest that the NSTAR detector can be operated without signif-
icant losses at mean rates up to 〈Ṅ〉 ≈ 7 × 10−4s−1. However, the multi-hit
capability of the NSTAR provides data containing additional information
on the emission process, which is utilized in basic science applications to
characterize nuclear reactions. In the present application, moment ratios of
the multiplicity distributions (cf. Eqns. 3 and 4) consistent with a Poisson
process are expected for stable generator operations.

5. Conclusions

Prototype modules of NSTAR, a new type of natGd loaded, capture gated
plastic-scintillator neutron detector have been designed, built and tested suc-
cessfully with radioactive sources and neutrons from a pulsed-beam neutron
generator. The detector is economical, made of environmentally friendly com-
ponents, is scalable and has high neutron efficiency at a low energy threshold
for neutrons. A simulation computer code (DENISE) is able to model quan-
titatively the actual NSTAR performance.

Similar to other fast scintillator detectors, the NSTAR can be utilized
in time-of-flight and correlation experiments. Good position sensitivity has
been obtained in measurements of differences in times of arrival light output
signals at opposite detector ends.

The NSTAR neutron-γ discrimination method is most effective in appli-
cations where either a prompt light output signal is generated within the
scintillator or where an external reference is available, such as in measure-
ments with pulsed or tagged beams. In the absence of such reference signals,
neutron identification is still possible, based on the high energies of Gd cap-
ture γ-rays, albeit at reduced efficiency. Measurements with intense neutron
beams have demonstrated the ”multi-hit” capability of NSTAR prototypes
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and its capability to measure event by event multiplicities of neutrons in-
jected in short bursts. Although the NSTAR concept has been proven in a
particular realization, obvious extensions and modifications have potential in
scientific and technical applications.
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A class of events representing binary fragmentation of calcium-like primary reaction products from
Ca+Sn reactions at 45 AMeV has been identified based on characteristic kinematical correlations
between the reaction products. The subsequent analysis has shown that the fragmenting projectile-
like complex rotates with a sense of rotation consistent with its negative scattering angle. The
break-up is seen to be dynamical and fast, caused largely by inertial collective motion arising from
the lack of velocity equilibration within this complex. The inertial collective motion is manifested
through relative fragment velocities significantly higher than those expected from Coulomb driven
decay. The lifetime of the complex is inferred from the reconstructed rotation angle and found to
be comparable to the thermal relaxation time of nuclear matter.

PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq,25.70.Mn

Over the last quarter century, systematic studies of
heavy-ion reactions at low and intermediate bombard-
ing energies (E < 100 AMeV) have lead to the conclu-
sion that the experimental observations are to a large
extent consistent with a two-step reaction scenario[1].
The first step involves a dynamical projectile-target in-
teraction that produces two excited “primary” products,
which subsequently undergo quasi-statistical decay in a
second step. The dynamical interaction stage is usually
depicted as a dissipative collision wherein the projectile
nucleus scatters (orbits) off-of (partially around) the tar-
get. The interaction is modeled using either classical
trajectory and transport models[2, 3] or more detailed
models such as, e.g., BUU[4] or QMD[5]. The second,
quasi-statistical decay stage, is modeled with statistical
equilibrium codes such as, e.g., PACE[6] and GEMINI[7]
using the predictions of the first step as input parameters.

In a refinement to the above two-step scenario, one
routinely observes “non-equilibrium” emission of parti-
cles in the collision stage, including the intriguing emis-
sion of intermediate-mass fragments (IMF) with atomic
numbers 3 ≤ Z ≤ 10. The latter has been ascribed to the
disintegration of the temporary interface domain bridg-
ing the interacting projectile and target[8–10]. This pro-
cess is occasionally dubbed “neck emission” or “multiple
neck rupture”. Recently reported evidence complement-

ing the above scheme of events suggests that the mas-
sive primary projectile-like (PLF) and target-like (TLF)
fragments, after leaving the interaction site, may still
undergo binary division before reaching equilibrium and
contributing significantly to IMF production. This pro-
cess is occasionally dubbed “dynamical fission” because
the division has been reported to occur on time scales so
short as to indicate a dynamical process[11–14].

The present work focuses on the phenomenology of
such a post-interaction, non-equilibrium fragmentation
(fission) of projectile-like fragments from Ca+Sn reac-
tions at E=45 AMeV. The properties and kinematic cor-
relations of the dynamically formed fission fragments are
analyzed within a novel framework. The correlations be-
tween fission fragments are found to retain a memory of
the short lived PLF, which undergoes a fast binary divi-
sion arising from an internal velocity gradient acquired
when the neck ruptures first near the target. While this
PLF is highly unstable to binary “inertial” fission it lives
long enough to rotate, which facilitates a unique study of
the reaction mechanism. The limited aim of the present
work considers the orientation of the angular momentum
of the PLF and in turn the sign of the scattering an-
gle (Θ). The sign is not directly observable experimen-
tally, but it has been indirectly assessed through stud-
ies of the polarization of gamma- (and the anisotropy of
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beta-) rays emitted from excited nuclei formed in other
damped reactions[15–17].

The experiment was performed at the Laboratori
Nazionali del Sud (LNS) in Catania, Italy, using the
advanced detector array CHIMERA[18]. In the exper-
iment, a beam of 45 AMeV 48Ca ions from the supercon-
ducting K800 cyclotron was focused on a self supporting
689-µg/cm2 124Sn target placed at the operational cen-
ter of the CHIMERA array. It is the 4π geometry of
the array’s 1192 detector telescopes, the resulting high
granularity at forward angles, the high atomic number
resolution ∆Z = 1 for charged particles (1 ≤ Z ≤ 21),
and the reasonably good time resolution (TOF) that al-
low one to obtain a robust characterization of reaction
events in terms of product multiplicities, identities, en-
ergies, and emission angles. These characteristics also
make the CHIMERA array uniquely suited for studies of
kinematical correlations between multiple fragments in
general, and of PLF fragmentation in particular.

The rationale behind the present analysis scheme can
be understood in terms of classical dynamics. Figure 1
depicts two possible PLF trajectories, both leading to the
same experimental scattering angle. Physically, however,
these trajectories differ in the sign of their scattering an-
gle and, importantly, also in the orientations of both the
angular momentum of the system as a whole and that
of the PLF and TLF individually. The latter are under-
stood to acquire their spins (with an associated sense of
rotation indicated by the arrows at points R+ and R

−
)

through stochastic nucleon exchange[19]. The angular
momentum of the PLF in either case will be aligned per-
pendicular to the reaction plane. Therefore, if the PLF
is subsequently to undergo fission, it will do so domi-
nantly in the plane. If additionally the fission is to be
dynamical, and result from the disintegration of the neck
connecting the PLF and TLF as they separate, then the
angular distribution of the fission fragments in the PLF
rest frame is expected to be anisotropic and peaked in
the direction of the PLF-TLF separation axis. Because
the PLF rotates with a nearly constant angular veloc-
ity, the fragmentation probability expressed in terms of
the fission fragment angular distribution

(

dσ
dα

)

is related
to the lifetime of the PLF, where the orientation of the
fission axis (α) is taken as a measure of time.

Dynamical fission of a PLF could be driven by either
(i) the initial geometry of the unstable nucleus being at or
past the fragmentation saddle, or (ii) an under-damped
collective motion towards the saddle, or (iii) both (i)
and (ii) playing some non-negligible role. In case (ii)
the under-damped collective motion could naturally arise
from a mismatch in average velocities of the “bulk” PLF
matter and the substantive residue of the non-adiabatic
interaction-domain matter or neck. In Fig. 1, the neck
residue is indicated schematically as a shaded area. If
inertial motion, arising from such a velocity mismatch,
dominates the fission dynamics, then it might leave a

R

-

+

R

α

Θ

Θ

FIG. 1: Schematic depiction of positive (top) and negative
(bottom) PLF scattering angles and their associated sense of
rotation (R+ and R

−
) within the inertial fission scenario.

clear experimental signature in the form of an excess rela-
tive velocity of between PLF fission fragments (compared
to what is expected from Coulomb driven decay).

Consistent with its limited aim, the present study fo-
cuses on a relatively small subset of all events, namely on
those which bear the kinematical signatures of binary in-
ertial fission of the PLF. Specifically, the study focuses on
events with PLF scattering angles larger than the graz-
ing angle, which in the given scenario are understood
to correspond to partial orbiting trajectories, significant
projectile-target overlaps, and counter-clockwise senses
of rotation. This is important because large laboratory
scattering angles provide an experimental link with a sin-
gular sense of rotation of the PLF.

The kinematics of the presumed binary PLF fission
events were reconstructed based on the measured velocity
vectors of two detected fission fragments. A distinction is
made between the heavier (index H) and lighter (index
L) fragments to define the orientation of the PLF fis-
sion axis. An event was presumed to be a PLF fission
event when two fragments (the presumed fission frag-
ments) with atomic numbers Z ≥ 3 were detected in
a forward cone of the CHIMERA array here defined as
an opening angle of 36o, i.e. |ΘH | and |ΘL| < 18o. Sub-
sequent analysis has shown that the majority of the ini-
tial charge of the projectile is contained in the two fission
fragments and the light charged particles detected within
this opening angle. In the reconstruction, mass numbers
of the heavier AH and lighter AL fission fragments were
determined based on their measured atomic numbers ZH

and ZL respectively, and the evaporation “attractor line”
[20]. It was also assumed that the measured secondary
or post-evaporation velocities coincide with the primary
ones. The velocity vector v̄PLF of the PLF and the rela-
tive velocity vector v̄Rel of the fragments were then cal-
culated from the measured velocity vectors v̄H and v̄L of
the two fragments as
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v̄PLF =
AHv̄H + ALv̄L

AH + AL

and (1)

v̄Rel = v̄H − v̄L. (2)

Subsequently, the reaction plane was determined using
the beam and PLF velocity vectors, v̄Beam and v̄PLF,
respectively. The unit vector normal to the plane n̂Plane

is defined via,

n̂Plane =
[v̄Beam × v̄PLF]

|[v̄Beam × v̄PLF]|
. (3)

Furthermore, the unit vector âRel of the projection of
the fragment relative velocity vector v̄Rel onto the reac-
tion plane was calculated as

âRel =
[[n̂Plane × v̄Rel] × n̂Plane]

|[[n̂Plane × v̄Rel] × n̂Plane]|
. (4)

The in-plane orientation angle α of the PLF fission axis
with respect to the unit PLF velocity vector v̂PLF was
then inferred from its computed cos(α) and sin(α) values

cos(α) = (âRel • v̂PLF) and (5)

sin(α) = (n̂Plane • [v̂PLF × âRel]). (6)

The periodic angle α customarily spans the range
[−180o, 180o]. However to facilitate the interpretation
of the data, +360o was added to angles of α < 80o (see
Fig. 2). The (tilting) angle ΘTilt between the reaction
plane and the fission axis was calculated via

cos(ΘTilt) =
(âRel • v̄Rel)

|v̄Rel|
. (7)

In the subsequent analysis, events were selected subject
to a coplanarity condition of cos(ΘTilt) > 0.8. In some
cases additional conditions were set on the reconstructed
PLF deflection angle ΘPLF and on the PLF fragment
mass asymmetry η defined via

ΘPLF = acos

(

v̄PLF • v̄Beam

|v̄PLF||v̄Beam|

)

(8)

η =
AH − AL

AH + AL

(9)

The results of the present analysis are shown Fig. 2.
The inclusive distribution of the in-plane orientation an-
gles α subject to only the coplanarity condition is pre-
sented in Fig. 2(a) as a solid line. The experimental

FIG. 2: (a) In-plane angular distributions of PLF fission
fragments subject to the coplanarity condition (solid line).
For comparison, also shown is the angular distribution as-
suming an isotropic (statistical) distribution which has been
corrected for experimental, geometrical and electronic accep-
tances (dashed line). (b)-(d) Conditional in-plane angular
distributions (see text). (e) Average fission fragment relative
velocity divided by that expected for Coulomb fragmentation
versus the in-plane angle. The data are sorted using the condi-
tions ΘPLF > 5o, η > 0.5, and the coplanarity condition. The
upper abscissa denotes the estimated rotational timescale.

distribution is peaked at small angles in contrast to pre-
dictions of a “two-step” (dashed line) adiabatic binary
reaction model[2, 7]. However, the marked depressions
observed around α = 0o and α = 180o are approximated
by this model, which also includes a realistic account of
the limited geometric and electronic acceptances of the
CHIMERA array. From the ordering of vectors in the
various cross-products presented in Eqs. 3-6, an in-plane
angle of α = 0o corresponds to a situation where the
heavier fragment moves in the direction of the PLF, while
increasing values correspond to a counter-clockwise rota-
tion. The distinctly asymmetric distribution in Fig. 2(a)
can therefore be interpreted in terms of a predominantly
counter-clockwise sense of rotation of the PLF in the se-
lected events.

The distributions presented in Figs. 2(b)-(d) result
from the selection of events with reconstructed PLF de-
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flection angles noted in the labels, mass asymmetries
η > 0.5, and the previously mentioned coplanarity condi-
tion. The selection of asymmetric fission events removes
those events in which the direction of the relative velocity
vector v̄Rel is poorly defined due to small differences in
the observed fragments’ atomic number. The resulting
distributions differ from the “inclusive” selection mainly
in a reduction of the component consistent with isotropic
“statistical” fission and a relative increase in the contri-
bution of counter-clockwise rotating PLFs. The latter
effect is consistent with the “exclusive” selection of or-
biting trajectories (R

−
in Fig. 1), given that the grazing

angle for the studied reaction is ΘGrazing ≈ 3o. The shift
towards longer lifetimes most noticeable in the compari-
son of panels (c) and (d) could result from a difference in
spin of the selected PLFs, the mechanics of the PLF frag-
mentation (to be addressed below), or some combination
of the two.

The mechanics of the PLF fragmentation can be un-
derstood from Fig.2(e) illustrating the PLF fission frag-
ment relative velocities as a function of the rotation an-
gle α. As seen in this figure, for small rotation angles
consistent with fragmentation before significant rotation
of the exotic PLF complex, this velocity is significantly
higher than that expected from a Coulomb driven split
of an equilibrated PLF. The relative velocity expected
from Coulomb driven fission (Vc) has been approximated
assuming a touching spheres scission configuration of the
two reaction products. Such an excess velocity can be
explained only by assuming that the nucleon velocities
within the nascent PLF were not fully equilibrated and
that the lighter fragment retained a memory of the neck
joining the projectile and target nuclei. Importantly,
Fig. 2(e) also illustrates that, as the PLF rotates away
from its original orientation, it fragments with generally
decreasing relative fragment velocity. Plausibly, the ve-
locity field within the PLF equilibrates with time (mea-
sured by the angle α), leaving less and less macroscopic
relative velocity between the fragment-candidates. Even-
tually, the excess velocity drops below the value needed
to effect fragmentation in a time comparable to the rota-
tional period of the PLF. This is seen to occur around ro-
tation angles of α ≈ 200o in Fig. 2(d). The rotational pe-
riod of a 48Ca nucleus with an angular momentum consis-
tent with predictions of the nucleon exchange model[21]
has been estimated. This timescale is shown along the
upper axis of Fig. 2. The estimated value is compara-
ble to the “thermal” equilibration time of nuclear matter
which tentatively supports the conclusion that increased
equilibration (with increasing rotation angle) of the PLF

leads to the observed decrease in fragmentation proba-
bility.

In summary, fast dynamical fission of relatively light
projectile-like fragments was observed in a class of events
from the Ca+Sn reaction at E/A = 45MeV. The in-
plane angular distributions of fission fragments reveal
that the PLF rotates with a sense of rotation expected
for negative-angle dissipative orbiting. The trends in the
observed relative velocities of the PLF fission fragments
suggest that inertial collective motion resulting from an
imbalance of the velocity field within the nascent PLF is
responsible for the fission. The imbalance results from
the mismatch between the velocity of the residue of the
non-adiabatic interface domain and the average velocity
of the remaining PLF matter. As this velocity field re-
laxes, the imbalance decreases and eventually reaches a
point where it no longer can effect a fast “inertial” fission.
The above imaging of a very fast fragmentation process
is made possible by the availability of a sufficiently fast
experimental clock - the rotation of the PLF.
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Abstract

Using a harmonic-interaction Fermi gas model (HIFG) that accounts for the nuclear expan-

sion, we study isoscaling as a measure of the density dependence of the symmetry energy. The

parameterized form of the density dependence obtained is Esym(ρ) ≈ 31.0(ρ/ρ0)0.73, which is in

quantitative agreement with many very recent results derived through the comparison between

theoretical simulations and experimental observables. The HIFG model is thus a useful tool to

explore the behavior of the symmetry energy at subsaturation density.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Isospin dependent nuclear reaction and decay phenomena have attracted considerable

interest in recent years since they provide experimental access to the neutron-proton asym-

metry term of the effective nuclear equation of state (EOS) [1, 2]. This term, the nuclear

”symmetry energy,” has a quantal origin in the Pauli Exclusion Principle for nucleons. At

reduced nucleonic phase space densities, where the Exclusion Principle loses effectiveness,

the symmetry energy is expected to diminish also. Conversely, the symmetry term should

become large for high phase space densities. To deduce or constrain the symmetry energy,

specifically its dependencies on excitation energy and matter density, is important for under-

standing heavy ion reactions [1–4], the structure of nuclei far off stability [5] and for many

interesting astrophysical problems [6].

In principle, it is not feasible to measure separately the above dependencies of the sym-

metry energy on excitation energy and matter density. The difficulty arises from the fact

that the effect is a superposition of influences associated with the nucleonic momentum and

the configuration space densities. Fortunately, at excitation energies of interest the effective

contributions of the two components have very different strengths. While nuclei remain

essentially degenerate Fermi gases even at nuclear temperatures of the order of the binding

energy per nucleon, the nuclear volume expansion associated with high excitations is ex-

pected to lead to highly diluted spatial matter densities. Therefore, the latter density effect

should have a more noticeable influence on the symmetry energy than that associated with

a thermal softening of the surface of the Fermi momentum sphere. This has also been sug-

gested elsewhere [7, 8]. Supporting evidence for such an excitation energy dependence has

been reported based on experimental observations [9–11]. Even so, the symmetry term re-

mains a key unknown in the effective nuclear EOS, except for the normal saturation density

of cold nuclei close to the β stable valley.

To provide a level of confidence in any extrapolation of the symmetry energy term to in-

teresting, but not directly accessible nuclear matter densities, experimental data are needed

both for sub-normal and supra-normal matter densities. To some extent these density do-

mains can be studied in heavy-ion collisions at intermediate and relativistic bombarding

energies, respectively. However, to derive information about the symmetry energy for mat-
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ter densities much higher than normal is complicated significantly by hadronic degrees of

freedom appearing at bombarding energies above the effective pion threshold of E/A ≈
50MeV . In contrast, the low-density domain accessible in intermediate-energy nuclear re-

actions is not afflicted by directly interfering extra-nucleonic degrees of freedom.

These latter reactions can lead to highly excited compound-like nuclei which undergo

significant spatial expansion prior to their subsequent decay [12–15]. Unfortunately, the

identities of the primary reaction products are often difficult to ascertain with high preci-

sion and their decay patterns can be quite complex. However, by comparing isotopic particle

yields measured for compound nuclei produced in different reactions with very different over-

all neutron/proton ratios (”isoscaling”), an interpretation of the decay patterns in terms of

the symmetry energy may remain possible [16]. These opportunities to explore the nuclear

symmetry energy have already led to a flurry of new experimental [9–11, 16–18] and theoret-

ical [16, 19–28] activities. On the other hand, it is not obvious how to separate equilibrium

nuclear symmetry properties from the isospin dependent dynamics of non-equilibrium nu-

clear transport studied in recent work [17, 29, 30] with similar goals.

In view of its importance for structure and reaction studies at the new rare-ion accelerator

facilities, the question as to what extent and how the associated changes in symmetry energy

are reflected in characteristic nuclear transmutation and decay patterns [1, 2] deserves a more

definitive answer than available to date. The aim of the present paper is to illustrate the

relation between experimental observables and the nuclear symmetry energy expected from

the decay of highly excited compound systems at subnormal matter densities. The following

Sec. II of this paper describes these hot, expanded nuclei in terms of a realistic interacting

Fermi gas model in harmonic approximation (HIFG). The highly successful model [13–15]

represents a natural extension of the traditional compound nucleus picture. Numerical

results predicted for the isoscaling properties of particle yields from sample nuclear systems

are presented in Sec. III, followed by a summary and conclusions in Sec. IV.

II. THEORETICAL FORMULISM

The present study assumes that an excited nuclear system expands in a self-similar fashion

so as to reach a state of approximate thermodynamic equilibrium, where the entropy S is
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maximal for the given total excitation energy E∗
tot, i.e.,

∂S(E∗
tot, ρ)

∂ρ
|E∗tot

= 0. (1)

The functional dependence of the entropy on E∗
tot and bulk nuclear matter density ρ is

evaluated using the Fermi-gas model relationship

S = 2
√

aE∗
th = 2

√
a(E∗

tot − Ecompr), (2)

where a is the level density parameter, E∗
th is the thermal excitation energy, and Ecompr is the

collective compressional energy. It has been pointed out [14] that the presence of a surface

contribution to the level density parameter is of crucial importance as it describes that part

SS of the entropy S of the system, which is associated with the diffuse surface domain. One

has

S = SV + SS, (3)

where SV is the entropy of the bulk matter. Because of this reason, the level density

parameter a0 at ground-state matter density ρ0 includes volume and surface terms [31]

a0 = aV + aS = αV A + αSA2/3F2, (4)

where A is the atomic number, F2 is the surface area relative to a spherical shape. The

dependence of the level density parameter on the nuclear matter density for finite nuclear

matter is given by the Fermi-gas model:

a(ρ) = a0(
ρ

ρ0

)−2/3, (5)

The term ”self-similar expansion” is used here to describe a type of expansion in which

any change in the matter density profile is reducible to a simple rescaling of the radial

coordinate, such that

fρ(r) = c3f0(cr), (6)

where f0(r) is the ground-state density profile function and c is a scaling constant.

The compressional energy in Eq. (2) is approximately in the present study following

prescription proposed in the expanding emitting model [12], i.e.,

Ecompr = Eb(1− ρ

ρ0

)2, (7)
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where Ecompr and Eb are the compressional and the ground-state binding energies, respec-

tively.

Equations (1)−(3) and (7) allow one to obtain an analytical expression for the equilibrium

density ρeq/ρ0 of nuclear matter as a function of the excitation energy:

ρeq

ρ0

=
1

4
(1 +

√
9− 8

E∗
tot

Eb

). (8)

It has been shown [14] that the curve ρeq/ρ0 obtained from the single-parameter function

in Eq.(8) essentially coincides with a similar curve from finite-temperature Hartree-Fock

calculation, as reported in [32].

The probability p of emitting a fragment from an equilibrated compound nucleus (CN)

is evaluated using the Weisskopf formalism [33]:

p ∝ e∆S = eSsaddle−Seq , (9)

where Seq and Ssaddle are the entropies for the equilibrated CN and the saddle-point con-

figuration of touching, respectively. Within the Fermi gas model, the entropy for the two

configurations can be calculated as

Seq = 2

√
aA[E∗

tot − Eb(1− ρeq

ρ0

)2], (10)

and

Ssaddle = Sres + Sfrag = 2
√

(ares + afrag)E∗th
saddle. (11)

In Eqs. (10) and (11), aA, ares and afrag are the level density parameters of the CN system at

equilibrium, of the residue, and of the fragment, respectively. E∗th
saddle in Eq.(11) is the thermal

excitation energy of the system in the saddle-point configuration. The latter quantity is

calculated as

E∗th
saddle = E∗

tot − Eb(1− ρeq

ρ0

)2 − Vsaddle, (12)

where Vsaddle is the collective saddle-point energy.

In the statistical model of nuclear decay, the decay widths can be expressed as

Γ(E∗) ∝ exp{−Q/T} ∝ exp{S}, (13)

where T is nuclear temperature of the CN from the excitation energy prior to its decay. S

is entropy. Since the Q value for a decay is determined by the difference in binding energies
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B(N,Z) of parent and daughter nuclei, the Q value can be expressed as

−Q(N,Z) ≈ (
∂B

∂N
)CN · [N −NCN ] + (

∂B

∂Z
)CN · [Z − ZCN ] ≈ Q0 + α ·N + β · Z. (14)

For a CN decay via evaporation of simple light particles with no internal structure the Q

value depends mainly on the difference between the neutron and proton numbers of daughter

and parent nucleus, i.e., those ((N,Z)P ) of the emitted particle P . In this fashion, one

expects yields of different isotopes, i and j, emitted from the same CN to scale approximately

like

Γi(E
∗)

Γj(E∗)
∝ exp{Qj −Qi

T
} ∝ exp{α

T
(Ni −Nj) +

β

T
(Zi − Zj)}

Γi(E
∗)

Γj(E∗)
∝ exp{α

T
∆N +

β

T
∆Z} (15)

As long as a linearization of the Q value remains valid, such ” iso-scaling” behavior translates

obviously into a corresponding scaling behavior for the yield ratios of the same given particle

species from two different compound nuclei i and j of the same temperature T . Experimental

isotopic yield ratios of the latter type have recently received much attention [4, 16, 22] and

have been interpreted in terms of the overall nuclear symmetry energy, see below.

From the origin of Eq.(15) one can see the exponential dependence of the double ratio

arises from any statistical model realization by expanding the entropy in terms of N and Z.

Similar systematics have been made a number of times [2, 34, 35].

For the level density parameter a, the parametrization of Tõke and Swiatecki [31] was

employed with αV = 1/14.6 MeV−1 and αS = 4/14.6 MeV−1. In the calculations, assum-

ing the saddle-point shape is represented by two touching spheres. Vsaddle is the difference

of deformation energy between the saddle-point shape and equilibrium-state shape, which

is composed of the differences of Coulomb energy, volume energy, and surface energy be-

tween these two shape configurations. The nuclear temperature can be obtained from the

commonly used Fermi-gas model relationship between the temperature T and the thermal

excitation energy of the system E∗
th:

T =

√
E∗

th

a(ρ)
= (

ρeq

ρ0

)1/3a
−1/2
0

√
E∗

tot − Eb(1− ρeq

ρ0

)2. (16)
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

It has been shown that the ratio of the fragment isotopic yields in two different nuclear

reactions, 1 and 2, R21 = Y2(N,Z)/Y1(N,Z), obey an exponential dependence on the frag-

ment neutron number N and the proton number Z of the isotopes, an observation known

as isoscaling [16]. The dependence is characterized by three parameters α, β and C:

R21(N,Z) = C · exp(αN + βZ), (17)

where C is an overall normalization constant. It was indicated [16, 22] that the isoscaling

parameters α and β are related to the symmetry energy through a relation

α =
4Csym

T
[(

Z

A
)2
1 − (

Z

A
)2
2] (18)

and

β =
4Csym

T
[(

N

A
)2
1 − (

N

A
)2
2]. (19)

Here Z1, N1, A1 and Z2, N2, A2 are the charge, neutron and the mass numbers of the source

1 and 2, respectively. T is the temperature of the system in MeV, Csym is the symmetry

energy.

In this work four equilibrated sources with proton number Zs = 76 and mass numbers As

= 165, 175, 185, and 195, are chosen at several initial excitation energies E∗
tot/A. Because

sequential decay effects on the symmetry energy extracted from experimental data are still

debated [9, 16, 27, 36–38], we focus on the primary fragments here.

Nuclear expansion plays two roles in our HIFG model calculations. On one hand, it

reduces the energy available for fragment emission. On the other hand, it provides an

estimation for the magnitude of the equilibrium density ρeq at which fragments with different

isospins are emitted [i.e. Eq.(8)]. The influence of expansion on Coulomb energy is estimated

through radius parameter rcoul = r0(ρeq/ρ0)
−1/3 [14] with r0 being 1.16 fm [39].

Presently there is no a known formula that can describe the change of the symmetry

energy with excitation energy very accurately, thus we adopt the following formulae, i.e.

Eqs.(20) and (21), to model the evolution of the volume energy and the surface energy with

system isospin I (defined as (N − Z)/A)), equilibrium density ρeq/ρ0, and temperature T .

Ev(ρeq) = (−W0 +
K

18
(1− ρeq/ρ0)

2)(1− κvI
2)A, (20)
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and

Es(T ) = (αs(T )− T
dαs(T )

dT
)(1− κsI

2)A2/3. (21)

where W0 = 16 MeV and K = 260 MeV is the nuclear compressibility modulus [40]. αs(T ) =

αs(
T 2

c −T 2

T 2
c +T 2 )

5/4 with αs = 18 and Tc = 18 MeV [22, 27]. We note the formula describing αs(T )

has been used by many authors (e.g., those in Refs.[27, 41]).

As is seen, Eqs.(20) and (21) are composed of two parts: (i) Terms (1 − κvI
2) and

(1 − κsI
2), suggested in the liquid drop model (e.g., [42]), represent an isospin-dependent

correction factor for the volume and surface energies, respectively. The constants κs and κv

are taken as 2.3 and 1.927 [39]. (ii) Regarding the first term on the right side of Eq.(20)

and Eq.(21), it describes a variation of the volume energy coefficient with the equilibrium

density [40] and the effects of temperature on the surface energy coefficient, respectively.

The latter can be derived with the free energy formula suggested in [22].

While Eqs.(20) and (21) have been demonstrated in previous studies [22, 39, 40] to provide

a good description for the changes of Ev(ρeq) and Es(T ) with excitation energy, when they

are applied to the finite nuclei, it is still necessary to examine their validity in simulating

the responses of the volume energy and the surface energy to a lowering in excitation energy

due to thermal expansion.

Nuclear expansion leads to a lower density. As an example, we display in Fig.1 the

results calculated at E∗
tot/A = 5 MeV/nucleon where the ground-state density ρ0 is reduced

to 0.747ρ0. Solid points are theoretical values, solid lines are the linear fits to the data points.

It is seen that these fitting lines are nearly parallel to each other and have almost equivalent

distances between two successive elements for Z = 5 to 9 and N = 5 to 9 isotones. The

observation indicates that isoscaling law is insensitive to the change of the density. That is

to say, it does not depend on the nuclear expansion. A similar conclusion was also reached

by others who employed different models [16, 27].

In recent work [28] we calculated isoscaling parameters α and β for several excitation

energies (E∗) at the normal nuclear density, and showed that the magnitude of the symmetry

energy extracted is unrelated to E∗ (see Fig.5 and Fig.6 in Ref.[28]). Relative to the previous

work, we also calculate α and β as a function of E∗ here. The only difference with the former

is that density is not the value of the saturation density but a function of E∗. A changing

density (with E∗) is due to thermal expansion. Thus, the present calculations will test the

density dependence of the symmetry energy.
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The observables α and β can be constructed from the yield ratios of isotope fragments

and isotone fragments, and extracted by reproducing the data points shown in Fig.1. The

ratios have been calculated for four pair sources (A2 = 175, A1 = 165), (A2 = 185, A1

= 165), A2 = 195, A1 = 175) and (A2 = 195, A1 = 185). As an illustration, results

corresponding to the former two pair sources are displayed in Fig.2 where the values of α

and β extracted come from the evaluation for Z = 6 isotopes and N = 6 isotones at different

excitation energies. The pronounced feature is that α is a decreasing function of excitation

energy. It indicates that a decreasing α with increasing excitation energy observed recently

in experiments [10, 11] appears naturally in the HIFG model. In addition, the changing trend

of |β| with excitation is predicted to be analogous to that of α, which is also in accordance

with experimental observation [43].

Figure 3 depicts the symmetry energy extracted from α and β (which are evaluated for

Z = 6 isotopes and N = 6 isotones) at various densities computed for four source pairs (A2

= 175, A1 = 165), (A2 = 185, A1 = 165), (A2 = 195, A1 = 185) and (A2 = 195, A1 = 175).

In Fig.3 symbols without ’×’ stand for the symmetry energy extracted with α [Eq.(18)] and

those with ’×’ with β [Eq.(19)]. Considering the generally used form for density-dependent

symmetry energy, namely

Esym(ρ) = C0(ρ/ρ0)
γ. (22)

We use Eq.(22) to fit Esym(ρ) vs. ρ/ρ0 as demonstrated in Fig.3. The line in the Fig.3 is

the fit. It gives C0 ≈ 31.0, γ ≈ 0.73. It is worth comparing the symmetry energy obtained

in the present work with other independent studies in which different models and experi-

mental observables were utilized to derive the Esym(ρ). They include expanding emitting

source model and isotopic distributions [16], measurements of isospin diffusion [17], isospin

dependent Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck (IBUU) model and the isospin diffusion data [29],

relativistic mean field interactions and the giant monopole resonance [44], statistical mul-

tifragmentation model and isotopic distributions [41], variational calculations and neutron

stars [45], measurements of the neutron-proton emission ratio [46], and a constraint on bind-

ing energy, neutron skin thickness, isospin analog states using the mass formula of [47]. Such

a comparison is plotted in Fig.4. It is easy to see the function form of the Esym(ρ) predicted

in the HIFG model resembles that given in [41, 44–47] not only in the shape of the Esym(ρ)

but also in its magnitude. It is also similar to that in [30] where the density dependence

of the symmetry energy is suggested to be 31.6(ρ/ρ0)
0.69 based on a comparison of IBUU
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calculations incorporating the isospin dependence of the in-medium nucleon-nucleon cross

sections and isospin diffusion data. Particularly in [41], a symmetry energy of Esym(ρ) =

31.6(ρ/ρ0)
0.69 was reported via an isoscaling analysis of isotopes ratios for the Fe + Fe and

Ni + Ni pair of reaction, and the Fe + Ni and Ni + Ni pair of reaction at 30, 40 and 47

MeV/nucleon, which is in good agreement with the present study. It is interesting to point

out that the behavior of Esym(ρ) at subnormal density given in the present work is essen-

tially consistent with the symmetry energy Esym(ρ) = 12.5(ρ/ρ0)
2/3 + 17.6(ρ/ρ0)

γi with γi

= 0.4 − 1.05 (denoted by two red lines in Fig.4), extracted very recently from simultaneous

reproducing the the isospin diffusion data and the double neutron/proton ratio using an

improved quantum molecular dynamics model [48].

The Esym(ρ) obtained here is based on several main assumptions: (i) A type of expansion

called ”self-similar expansion” is assumed in order to calculate the magnitude of the equi-

librium density ρeq [i.e. Eq.(8)]; (ii) Fragment emission probability p comes from Weisskopf

method and Toke’s formalism for level density parameter [i.e. Eq.(4) and Eqs.(9)-(11)], and

(iii) A form of Eqs.(20) and (21) is adopted to describe the changes of the volume and surface

energies with excitation energy.

Our HIFG model calculations demonstrate clearly that a combination of these assump-

tions predicts a Esym(ρ) that is consistent with other theoretical approaches. The consistency

appears to imply that these assumptions mentioned above, to a large extent, are reasonable.

However, it is important to improve our approach further in order to enhance its predica-

tive power that will better guide the future experimental exploration. As one knows that the

transition from normal to dilute nuclear density depends upon the stiffness of the nuclear

matter as a function of excitation energy. The present method applied to deal with the

thermal expansion as a type of self-similar fashion [12] is a first step towards a more realistic

description of nuclear expansion. It does not consider the expansion to follow a manner that

satisfies an isospin-dependent EOS. That will have an effect on the scaling as well. This is

because expansion is directly responsible for the magnitude of the equilibrium density, which

is one key parameter in model simulations and plays a critical role in deducing the density

dependence of the symmetry energy. Another concern is on the validity of the formula

suggested to describe the temperature dependence of the surface energy coefficient, αs(T )

[see Eq.(21)]. While the formula has some justification in infinite nuclear matter, whether

its current form still holds in the case of finite nuclei demands a closer examination. For
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example, the critical temperature Tc = 18 MeV assumed in αs(T ) and used in many work

(e.g., Refs.[27, 41, 49]), including the present one, could be higher than that of finite nuclei.

Thus, it would be extremely useful if we could have a formula more adapted to the finite

nuclei case. To this end, we will employ other expressions for αs(T ) to access the symmetry

energy via isoscaling techniques. In this sense we think the HIFG approach can provide a

ground testing the validity of the various descriptions of αs(T ) proposed in the literature.

We note that the procedure that Shetty et al. [41] obtained the Esym(ρ) is as follows.

First, experimental information on isoscaling parameters α at different excitation energies

is extracted by fitting the measured isotopic yields data for several reaction systems. Then

experimental isoscaling parameter was compared with the predictions of the statistical model

calculations. The break-up density at which fragments are produced was varied in the

calculation and taken to be multiplicity-dependent. It differs for different excitation energies.

Finally, the symmetry energy in the calculation was adjusted until a reasonable agreement

between the calculated and the measured α was obtained. After a series of the formal steps,

Esym(ρ) was deduced. In contrast, our approach of obtaining the Esym(ρ) is based on the

HIFG model alone, and it does not depend on particular experimental data. This illustrates

that our approach is of a strong predictive power for various types of reaction systems and

observables.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, using the HIFG model that considers nuclear expansion, we have ob-

tained the following results: (i) No discernable influence of the nuclear expansion on the

isoscaling law is found; (ii) A drop of the experimental observed isoscaling parameter α at

high excitation energy is theoretically predicted, and (iii) A symmetry energy of Esym(ρ)

≈ 31.0(ρ/ρ0)
0.73 is derived. Therefore, we conclude that the HIFG model is a useful tool to

probe the density dependence of the nuclear symmetry energy.

While contrasting predictions have been made on the effect of sequential decay on the

isoscaling parameters (e.g., [19, 41, 50, 51]), it is clear that the issue should be investigated

in the framework of the HIFG model.

Because the observable that is actually measured in experiment is the fragment yield
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distributions, confronting the output of a theoretical model with experimental isotopic dis-

tributions is more direct than double ratios which have to be reinterpreted. The systematic

isotopic distributions were noticed in the past [2, 34, 35]. There, the isotopic distributions

were shown to basically reflect the underlying potential energy surfaces (PES) (e.g. liquid-

drop model PES), if they result from statistical decay. As demonstrated above, the HIFG

model predicts a reasonable Esym(ρ). On the basis of the result, we believe the HIFG model

can calculate the isotopic distributions of fragments well. By fitting the distributions, the

variance of fragment distributions for a certain A (or Z) can be extracted. Considering

the relationship between the variance and the curvature of the PES at the saddle point for

dinuclear configurations in the vicinity of the minimum (see [2] for a review), information

on the latter can be obtained accordingly. The work along this direction is underway.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) The logarithm of the ratio of elements Z = 5−9 isotope

yields (top panel) and of N = 5−9 isotone yields (bottom panel) from source

pairs As = 175 and As = 165 (left column) as well as from source pairs As

= 185 and As = 165 (right column) at an excitation energy of E∗
tot/A = 5

MeV. Solid lines represent the linear fitting to the data points.
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FIG. 2: Dependence of isoscaling parameters α and |β| on excitation energy

for (a) source pairs As = 175 and As = 165 as well as for (b) source pairs As

= 185 and As = 165.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Symmetry energy at various densities extracted through

α and β for four source pairs. The solid line represents the fit. See text for

details.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Comparison of the density dependence of the symmetry

energy obtained in the present work and other independent works. Here sym-

bols [1]-[6] denote the symmetry energy given in Ref.[29], Ref.[44], Ref.[41],

Ref.[45], Ref.[46] and Ref.[47], respectively. Symbols [8] and [9] represent

the Esym(ρ) reported in Ref.[16] and Ref.[48]. Symbol [7] is the HIFG model

prediction.
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Abstract

The yield of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) Z=3-7, emitted from excited primary projec-

tile like fragments (PLFs) in damped 48Ca + 112,124Sn reactions at 45 MeV/A, is used to study

isoscaling. The measured yield ratios of these fragments are found to obey the exponential law of

isoscaling. Inclusive yield of IMFs was subjected to an angle restriction on the out of plane data

(cos(φ) ≤ 0.4), which is assumed to contain, primarily statistical component of fragment yields.

The observed isoscaling behaviour does not show any significant sensitivity to the angle cut in the

present study. Another constraint on the normalized relative velocity between IMFs and projec-

tile remnants (1.0 ≤ vrel/vc ≤2.0), which ensures the origin of two fragments to be fast moving

projectile like fragment only, also do not show any significant change in the isoscaling parameters.

Finally, assuming similar temperatures (T) in the two reactions, ratios were scaled with saddle

point energies for the decay of excited PLFs into IMFs and heavy fragments, using the expression

exp(∆B/T), where, ∆B is the binding energy difference for the emission of an IMF from two dif-

ferent sources. Such scaling behaviour may be used to estimate the size and temperature of the

decaying system in the two cases.

PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq,25.70.Mn
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of intermediate mass fragments (IMFs) produced in multifragmentation reac-

tions has been widely used as a tool to understand the nuclear reaction mechanisms [? ? ?

]. In the last decade, such studies have been extended to explore the isoscaling phenomenon

in those reactions [? ? ? ? ? ]. Isoscaling is considered as a vital tool to calculate the sym-

metry energy term in the nuclear equation of state, which along with exploring the reaction

dynamics has relevance in astrophysical applications.

In general, isoscaling is observed by comparing the relative isotopic yields of fragments from

reactions having isotopically different projectiles and/or targets at similar temperature. The

ratio R21(N, Z), of yields of a given fragment type produced from two different sources has

an exponential dependence on neutron (N) and proton (Z) numbers of the fragment and the

relation is described as,

R21(N, Z) = Y2(N, Z)/Y1(N,Z) = Cexp(αN + βZ), (1)

where three parameters, C, α & β describe the overall isoscaling behaviour [? ]. The

index 2 corresponds to neutron rich source and 1 to neutron poor.

Isoscaling has been observed in a variety of nuclear reactions, for e.g, multifragmentation,

evaporation and damped collisions [? ? ? ? ] etc., where fragment (IMFs or heavy frag-

ments) yield ratios are compared either from the projectile fragmentation or target fragmen-

tation or the fragments arising from a central collision. For the break-up of an equilibrated

multifragmenting system, Ono et al. [? ] derive an approximate grandcanonical expression

relating the symmetry energy coefficient Csym, and the observed isotopic composition of

fragments originating from the break-up of two sources with similar sizes and temperatures.

This relationship is reproduced in Eq. 2 below.

αT = 4Csym

[(
Z

A

)2

1
−

(
Z

A

)2

2

]
= 4Csym∆(Z,A), (2)

βT = 4Csym

[(
N

A

)2

1
−

(
N

A

)2

2

]
= 4Csym∆(N, A). (3)

In the above equation, Z, N and A are the protons, neutrons and mass numbers of the

decaying systems in the two reactions. The parameter ∆(Z, A) or ∆(N, A) represents the

isospin difference between the two sources.
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The common signature of isoscaling studies is to use two different reactions, one hav-

ing neutron rich projectile and target as compared to the other of a given element. Two

important assumptions in achieving isoscaling are; non-statistical emission of particles is

negligible or cancels out in the ratios, and the decaying systems in different reactions have

similar temperatures. It is possible to check the validity of such assumptions by looking at

isoscaling for out-of-plane reaction events. Since dynamical emission lies essentially in the

reaction plane [? ], out-of-plane events are expected to have relatively very low contribution

from dynamical emission and the data may be assumed to contain events originating from

the statistical split only. Out-of-plane is defined by the normal to reaction plane (n) and the

break-up axis of the projectile like fragment (PLF) while reaction plane is defined by the

beam axis and the direction of PLF [? ]. The out-of-plane angle φ specifies the deflection of

the break-up axis with respect to the normal direction. Values of 00 and 1800 for φ implies

that one of the fragment is emitted either in the direction of n or in a direction completely

opposite to n, while φ = 900 indicates that break-up axis lies in the reaction plane. As

discussed before, one of the main goal of such studies is to calculate the symmetry energy

coefficient using experimental values of slope parameters and isotopic compositions of the

two decaying systems, it is practically impossible to know the exact source of IMF emission

without complete reconstruction, which is possible only in case of non-central collissions.

A study of isoscaling from projectile residues Z=10-36 from 86Kr arising from different

reactions at 25 MeV/A was reported by Souliotis et al. [? ], but there are no further

investigations of isoscaling in intermediate energy region, using the yields of IMFs from the

decay of similar & excited PLFs, originating after the interaction of a incident heavy ion

beam with different targets having different N/Z ratios.

Present study reports the experimental investigation of isoscaling from the splitting of

PLFs in two reactions, 48Ca + 124Sn & 48Ca + 112Sn at 45 MeV/A of lab energy. We

have studied isoscaling subjected to out-of-plane angle and relative velocity constraints on

inclusive data, which would help us in verifying some of main assumptions of the said

phenomenon. A novel method of scaling of yield ratios with the expression exp(∆B/T),

shows that isoscaling is followed from the mass differences of the decaying primary fragments.

Such measurements offer a new dimension to study the isoscaling phenomenon as they can

be used to estimate the isospin difference (∆) as well as temperature (assuming similar) of

the decaying systems; both are the necessary ingredient for calculating Csym.
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II. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experiment was carried out using the K800 cyclotron at Laboratori Nazionali del

Sud (LNS), Catania, Italy. Isotopically enriched, self supporting targets of 124Sn and 112Sn

having thicknesses of 689 µg/cm2 and 627 µg/cm2 respectively, placed inside the Charged

Heavy Ion Mass and Energy Resolving Array (CHIMERA), were bombarded with 48Ca beam

of 45 AMeV energy. The pulsed beam had a repetition rate of 120 ns. The CHIMERA array,

arranged in 4π geometry, consists of 1192 ∆E-E (Si-CsI(Tl)) telescopes, which covers '94%

of the total solid angle. Each telescope consists of a 300-µm thick silicon detector, while

CsI(Tl) detectors have different thicknesses as a function of polar angle. More details about

the array can be found in Refs. [? ? ? ].
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FIG. 1: Correlation contours for different elements taken from 48Ca + 124Sn reaction at laboratory

angle θ = 190.

Energy calibration for silicon detectors was carried out using various beams like 12C,
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16O from MP Tandem accelerator at different energies. Data acquisition was set to trigger

on minimum bias condition of ≥2. This hardware condition combined with various other

restrictions applied in offline analysis helps in eliminating any possible ambiguity related

to the source of two body events in the data. Reaction products were characterized in

charge (Z), mass (A) and energy using the time of flight (TOF), energy and light output

information obtained from ∆E-E telescopes. Data collected in the forward region (6.0 ≤ θ

≤ 20.0) were used in the present study. A 2-dimensional correlation plot of the raw data,

showing a very good isotopic separation for different elements from Z = 1-9 is shown in Fig.

1. The missing spectra for the first ≈160 channels on the x-axis is explained by the energy

threshold required to trigger the electronics.

In order to get the yield of different isotopes from the two reactions, the two dimensional

∆E-E distributions were linearized using a calculation of the distance between the data point

of a spline fit to the most abundant isotope of each element and the closest chosen lines [?

]. Fig. 2 shows a linearized plot for the Li-isotopes obtained from 48Ca + 124Sn reaction.

Red line is a summed Gaussian fit to different isotopes. A good isotopic resolution of the

detection system is clearly visible in this figure. It also shows the production probability to

be maximum for the β-stable isotope, which is 7Li in the present case.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The yield of isotopes of different elements (Z=3-7) was integrated over the entire set of

data from the two reactions. Mass of each particle was assigned based on its distance from

the β-stable isotope. However, Monte Carlo method was used to assign the mass in the

overlapping region (cf. Fig. 2). An angular range in the forward region 6.0 ≤ θ ≤ 20.0 was

considered for enhanced statistics. Shown in Fig. 3 are the yields of Li isotopes from the

two reactions. Yields were normalized to the number of elastic events before plotting in this

figure. The observed difference in yields of different isotopes in the two reactions increases

with the size of the isotope, which eventually becomes the source of isoscaling.

Experimentally obtained yields of various IMFs were fitted with Eq. (1) as a function of

neutron number of the isotopes. Fig. 4 shows the isoscaling behaviour for different isotopes.

The value of isoscaling parameter α was found to be independent of fragment Z, which if

found otherwise, could be considered as a signature of strong surface dependence of the
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FIG. 2: A projected histogram of Li-isotopes taken from 48Ca + 124Sn reaction

symmetry energy [? ]. A straight line trend of global scaling of yield ratios, which is defined

as,

S(N) = R21(N, Z)exp(−Zβ) = Cexp(αN), (4)

is considered as a test of goodness of the isoscaling behaviour. A semilog plot of such trend

for the present data is shown in Fig. 5. Clearly, all isotopes of different IMFs follow a

straight line trend.

Global scaling of yield ratios shows a good agreement with a single value of α (0.230)

and β (-0.122). The α values extracted from isoscaling fits to different elements are shown

in Fig. 6.

It is clear from eq. (2) that beside excitation energy, magnitude of α also depends on

difference in composition (N/Z) of the two decaying systems. As discussed in the introduc-
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FIG. 3: Normalized to elastic yields of Li-isotopes. Lines are drawn to guide the eye. Except for

9Li isotopes in the two reactions, error bars are smaller than the symbol size.

tion, isoscaling in the present study is observed from the decay of similar PLFs, after the

interaction of 48Ca beam with different targets. This may be the reason for smaller value of

α as compared to the existing works [? ? ? ].

As a next step, a cut on the relative velocity between the IMF and projectile remnant,

normalized to the velocity (vc) calculated based on purely Coulomb split (1.0 ≤ vrel/vc

≤2.0) was applied to study the isoscaling. Importance of such cut lies in eliminating the

contamination from target, if any, as those events are expected to have a large relative

velocity. A slight increase in the values of isoscaling parameters, α (0.250) & β (-0.129) was

observed using such a cut, which indicate the possiblity of events admixture in the inclusive

data.
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Isoscaling was also studied for out of plane events. An out of plane angle cut (cos(φ) ≤
0.4), was used to study the isoscaling. As discussed already, importance of such gating lies

in eliminating any possible contamination of the data by non-statistical component. Such

tests are useful in verifying one of the main assumption of isoscaling analysis that dynamical

effects cancels out in ratios & isoscaling is the result of events arising from the statistical

split only. Parameters found were very similar to what we got from the relative velocity cut

and their values extracted from the fits are α (0.247) & β (-0.127).

Assuming the Weisskopf formalism [? ] of particle emission probability (Γ) to be valid

for IMFs emission from an excited PLF,

Γ ∝ e∆S, (5)
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FIG. 5: Global scaling as a function of the neutron number using the best fit value of β obtained

from fitting various IMFs.

where ∆S, change in entropy is calculated as,

∆S = Ssaddle − Seq. (6)

Ssaddle represents entropy at saddle point corresponding to the configuration of touching

spheres and Seq is the entropy at equilibrium configuration of the PLF. This change in

entropy can be approximated in terms of reaction Q-value and Coulomb barrier for a given

split of PLF as,

∆S =' −(Q + Vc)/T. (7)

Using the above expression for ∆S in Eq.(5),
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Γ ∝ exp[−(Q + Vc)/T ] = exp[(B − Vc)/T ], (8)

For the yield of IMFs originating from neutron rich(2) and neutron poor systems(1) can

be written as,

Γ2 = exp[(B2 − Vc2)/T2], (9)

Γ1 = exp[(B1 − Vc1)/T1]. (10)

Assuming similar temperature for the two quasiprojectiles (T1 ' T2 = T ) originating from

48Ca + 124Sn and 48Ca + 112Sn reactions, yield ratios would become a function of binding

energy difference corrected for Coulomb of the two decaying systems as,

R21 = Γ2/Γ1 ' exp[(B2 − Vc2 −B1 + Vc1)/T ] = exp[(∆B −∆Vc)/T ]. (11)
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Where, ∆B represents difference in binding energies of IMFs from primary neutron rich

and neutron poor system, respectively. The Coulomb correction, though expected to be

negligible due to the very similar sizes of two PLFs, was applied to above expression and a

search was made for the Z & A of the two possible nuclei, whose binding energy difference

for break-up into different IMFs would follow the experimental yield ratios. The possible

candidates found are Z1 = 26, A1 = 69, Z2 = 23 & A2 = 59. Values of fit parameters, a1

(0.866), a2 (0.341), where a1 is a constant and a2 is the inverse of temperature. Using the

sizes and temperature calculated from the fit, Csym was found to be 19.08 MeV. Smaller

value of symmetry energy coefficient as compared to standard value of ≈25 MeV, could be

interpreted as a sign of dilute matter at freeze-out. A semi-log plot of scaling of experimental

ratios with Eq.(11) for these two nuclei is shown in Fig. 7. Though there is Coulomb term

in the analysis but the plot is shown as a function of ∆B only.
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FIG. 7: Binding energy difference scaling of experimental yield ratios.
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IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have measured the isoscaling from the projectile fragmentation of 48Ca arising out

of 48Ca + 124Sn & 48Ca + 112Sn reactions at 45 AMeV. Yield ratios of various isotopes (3

≤ Z ≤ 7) were found to obey the exponential law of isoscaling. Data were subjected to

the relative velocity cut, so as to ensure the origin of the events to be projectile only. The

parameters of the fit α & β do not show any significant dependence on the velocity cut. No

appreciable change in the parameters was observed for the fit to out of plane data, which

either proves the validity of the assumption of cancellation of dynamical effects in ratios

or it may also lead to an interpretation that isoscaling is not so sensitive to such effects at

all. The method of scaling of yield ratios with binding energy difference was tried assuming

same temperature for both the systems. The extracted values of Z & A of two nuclei shows

a sizeable exchange/transfer of nucleons/cluster between the projectile and target. Even

though in no way these numbers are absolute, but they still offer a unique opportunity to

look at reaction dynamics in a new perspective. Clearly, before moving to correlate the

isoscaling parameters to symmetry energy term and equation of state (EOS), we need to

answer the basic question of the exact source and temperature of the decaying system and

present study is first step toward those answers.
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Abstract

Charged products produced in the reaction of 48Ca+124Sn at 45 AMeV were measured in an

exclusive study with the 4π multi-detector array CHIMERA. A number of products were found

to originate from the split of the projectile-like primary reaction product (PLF). A significant

fraction of these splits show characteristics inconsistent with the fission of an equilibrated PLF.

An asymmetric angular distribution of PLF fission-like fragments is observed. The shape of this

distribution indicates that the PLF “fission” axis is often aligned with the TLF-PLF separation

axis. The relative velocity between the PLF daughters is higher than expected from Coulomb

driven division of an isolated PLF. The fragment size and velocity hierarchy was also found to

be sensitive to the total multiplicity of charged particles, a variable canonically associated with

the impact parameter of a heavy-ion collision. Furthermore, a novel analysis scheme suggests

that the data are well reproduced by a simple geometric reaction model which directly relates the

asymmetry of the PLF split and the velocity hierarchy to the impact parameter of the collision.

PACS numbers: 25.70.Pq,25.70.Mn
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INTRODUCTION

At medium bombarding energies (25-100 AMeV) collisions of heavy ions have been found

to produce an unexpectedly high yield of fragments with atomic numbers 3 ≤ Z ≤ 10, termed

intermediate-mass fragments (IMFs). In peripheral collisions these IMFs join other reaction

products, principally the residues of the excited projectile-like (PLF) and target-like (TLF)

fragments; the fragments are so named for their genial relation to the original projectile and

target nuclei. Neutrons and light-charged particles (LCP) make up the remainder of the

reaction products.

The high probability of producing IMFs in medium energy heavy ion reactions has been

difficult to explain using models originally developed for a lower bombarding energy range

extending from near the Coulomb barrier up to 10 AMeV[1]. These models rely on the

assumption that the primary nuclei, namely the projectile-like and target-like fragments,

are internally equilibrated (meta-stable) and decay with little regard for their history of for-

mation; rather the probability of decay is dependent, in a statistical fashion on the available

phase space[2–5]. However, for such a model to be useful for understanding the IMF yield

in higher energy collisions, the decaying nuclei must be equilibrated.

Deviations from equilibrium fission of PLFs have been reported in heavy-ion collisions

already at bombarding energies as low as 7 AMeV[6]. At medium bombarding energies one

might expect more substantial deviations, due to the decreased interaction time between

the projectile and target, the possibility of more substantial deformation and compression

of the nuclear matter, and the comparatively long time necessary for thermal relaxation. In

addition the higher beam energies may open the available phase space to a number of direct

break-up or other non-equilibrium particle or IMF emission mechanisms[7, 8].

Over the past few years a number of studies with 4π detector arrays have reported

that the division of the PLF may occur before the short lived complex attains meta-stable

equilibrium. In particular, studies of peripheral collisions have suggested that IMFs may be

produced as early as 40-80 fm/c after the projectile-like and target-like fragments re-separate

in a process thought to result from the disintegration of a quasi neck[9]. Intermediate-mass

fragments produced on the order of 120 fm/c after the PLF and TLF separate are likely

formed through a process similar to fission of these primary reaction products. However, a

number of deviations from “equilibrium” systematics have been reported which has justified
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the terminology “dynamical fission”[10]. In addition, a “hierarchy” relation, wherein the

size of the products of the PLF split is related to their observed laboratory velocity has

been reported[11]. Specifically the observations suggest that the smaller fragments formed

in the asymmetric PLF split are slower than the larger fragments.

The present study demonstrates the validity of the above framework for a different set

of projectile and target ions. In addition the data are compared to two well known reaction

models: CLAT[12] and QMD[13]. The study then expands on this basis in an evolutionary

way. The analysis identifies events in which the velocity and size hierarchy is that previously

reported in the literature. These events are compared to those with the opposite ordering.

It is demonstrated that the observed hierarchy is dependent on the impact parameter, or

projectile-target collision centrality, using canonical relationships. In addition, a novel anal-

ysis scheme demonstrates that the relationship between asymmetry of the PLF split and the

hierarchy agrees comparatively well with a simple geometric model. This model suggests

that the hierarchy and asymmetry of the split is directly related to the impact parameter of

the collision.

The following sections describe first the experimental details relevant to the present study.

This is followed by a description of the reaction models whose predictions are compared to

the data. The presentation of results begins with a discussion of the general reaction char-

acteristics and the criterion for the selection of binary PLF splits. The impact parameter

dependence of these splits is then demonstrated using kinematic correlations and indepen-

dent observables within the novel analysis scheme.

ESSENTIALS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Heavy-ion beams of 48Ca (45 AMeV) were provided by the superconducting K800 cy-

clotron of the Laboratori Nazionali del Sud (LNS), Catania. A beam current of 107 pps

was bunched with a repetition rate of 120 ns. The projectiles impinged on a self supporting

target of 124Sn with thickness of 689 µg/cm2. The target was placed at the operational

center of the CHIMERA multi-detector array in the Ciclope scattering chamber.

The array consists of 1192 Si-CsI(Tl) detector telescopes. The silicon energy response,

CsI(Tl) light output and particle time-of-flight were measured. The array has a high atomic

number resolution ∆Z = 1 for charged particles with energy as low as 5 AMeV. A represen-
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FIG. 1: (Color Online) Raw data for the 48Ca+124Sn reaction collected with a Si-CsI(Tl) detector-

telescope placed at the laboratory angle Θ = 5.2◦. The two-dimensional, linear, color contours

of the digitized silicon vs. CsI(Tl) response show well separated ridges for charged particles with

atomic numbers (1≤Z≤21).

tative sample of the raw data demonstrating the atomic number resolution is shown in Fig. 1.

The array provides 4π angular coverage with high granularity at forward laboratory angles

(Θ < 30◦). This enables the detector to measure particle correlations with high efficiency.

The aim of the experiment was to perform an exclusive study of IMF production in a

medium energy heavy-ion collision. Therefore, the CHIMERA array used a minimum bias

trigger condition requiring the deposition of roughly 4 MeV in at least two silicon detectors

within a coincidence time of 250ns. The implications of this choice are discussed in more

detail later.

All analog detector signals were digitized with multi-channel charge-to-digital converters

(QDC) which were enabled with a common (3 µs) gate signal. The time-of-flight of charged

particles was also measured and digitally recorded using time-to-digital converters (TDC).
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The maximum time-of-flight the system was configured to measure was roughly 500 ns.

Given such a configuration of the electronics and the provided beam intensity, one may

expect a small number of multiple reaction/elastic-scattering events to occur within the

resolving time of the electronics. While generally rare, these events constitute the main

component of the background for the experiment and are noted whenever visible in the

data.

Identification of charged particle atomic and mass numbers was accomplished in the offline

analysis. Regions corresponding to different elements (cf. Fig. 1) were identified and stored.

Similar 2-dimensional correlations of CsI(Tl) detector signals allowed for atomic and mass

number identification of LCPs[14]. The energy response of the silicon and CsI(Tl) detectors

were calibrated using charged ions of known kinetic energy in dedicated experiments. The

kinetic energy of ions with atomic number (Z>2) were inferred using the measured energy

deposited in a silicon detector, the detector thickness and standard energy-loss tables[15–

18]. Coupled with the measured total multiplicity (Mtot), the kinetic energy and atomic

number information may be used to reconstruct a number of kinematic correlations among

the reaction products. It should be pointed out that the detector array and acquisition

electronics are also described in more detail elsewhere[19–21].

REACTION MODELS

Three reaction models of varying complexity are compared to the data. The three models

all conceive a different approach to predicting the properties of the primary products of a

heavy-ion reaction. In this section a brief description of each of the models is given. Included

in this description are those elements of the models which are important to reproduce the

results and evaluate the relevance of the basic physical process(es).

The semi-classical transport (CLAT) model was originally developed for low energy (<10

AMeV) peripheral heavy-ion collisions[12]. The simulation approximates the adiabatic re-

sponse of the projectile and target along their classical trajectory. The trajectory resulting

from the superposition of conservative forces is calculated using the Coulomb potential

and proximity potential[22]. In the model the kinetic energy of relative motion is trans-

ferred to internal (thermal) degrees of freedom through the mechanism of nucleon exchange

(NEM)[23–25]. The rate of kinetic energy dissipation is given by the one-body window and
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wall formulas[26, 27]. The latter is parametrized in terms of the size of a neck connecting

the projectile and target primary reaction products while they remain in physical contact.

For geometrical reasons in the simulation, larger necks are formed in more central collisions

allowing for more nucleon exchange. Thus for more central collisions the projectile and

target experience stronger mutual nuclear attraction, and stronger dissipation of the rela-

tive kinetic energy. The simulations predict distributions for the properties of the binary

(PLF,TLF) primary reaction products. These properties include the kinetic and excitation

energies, the elemental and isotopic identities, as well as the mean asymptotic scattering

angles and the internal angular momenta.

The quantum molecular dynamics (QMD) model was specifically developed to model

higher energy heavy-ion collisions. The model calculates the phase space trajectories of the

individual nucleons which make up the projectile and target. In the model the nucleons

are represented by fixed width minimum wave packets. The initial configuration of the

nucleons within the projectile and target nucleus are initialized by forced relaxation to a

cold “ground state”. Care is taken to ensure that the Pauli exclusion principle is followed,

though the system is not necessarily anti-symmetric. The nucleons interact via an effective

nucleon-nucleon interaction described later. Nucleus-nucleus collisions were simulated at a

series of impact parameters for a total time of 1500 fm/c. At this time a search routine

used the positions of the individual nucleons to determine if any complex particles existed.

The mass number, atomic number, position, momentum, temperature and spin of these

clusters were then determined using the position and momentum of the individual nucleons.

Using these properties as input, another program predicted the asymptotic trajectories of

the primary clusters and pre-equilibrium nucleons assuming a superposition of Coulomb

forces. The QMD model is described in more detail elsewhere[13, 28], however a number

of the parameters used to define the effective nucleon-nucleon potential used in this work

are reported in Table I. The significance of the α, β, and γ parameters is described in the

original publications. The significance of the latter four (a, b, D, D’) are described in later

publications[29, 30].

A third, simple geometric reaction model was developed. The model assumes that the

PLF splits into two pieces immediately after interaction with the target. The size and longi-

tudinal velocity of the fragments formed in the split is determined by the geometric overlap

of the projectile and target nuclei as described below. To calculate the matter overlap, the
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TABLE I: Parameters of the QMD nucleon-nucleon effective potential

α (MeV) β (MeV) γ a (MeV fm3) b (MeV fm5) D (MeV fm5) D’ (MeV fm5)

-356 305.5 1.1667 450 -1560 320 158

Coulomb trajectory of the projectile at a fixed impact parameter (b) was used to estimate

the distance of closest approach. The Coulomb potential for overlapping configurations was

calculated assuming a uniform distribution of the nuclear charge throughout a sharp sphere

of radius (R) given by the expression,

R = r0 ∗ A1/3 = 1.2 ∗ A1/3 (1)

In Eqn. 1, the parameter A represents the mass number of the nucleus. The fraction of

the sharp sphere matter distribution of the projectile which resides within the radius of the

target at the distance of closest approach was then calculated numerically. The fraction of

the projectile which overlaps with the target is assumed to shear cleanly from that part of the

projectile which does not overlap with the target. The overlapping matter is assumed to slow

appreciably while the non-overlapping matter maintains its inertia. Thus the predictions of

the geometric model are limited to the fragment sizes and the relative magnitude of their

longitudinal velocity components. More advanced formulations of such a reaction model

which, for example, make predictions concerning the internal excitation of the daughters

of the PLF split have been proposed by others[31, 32]. The present implementation of the

model neglects the effects of sequential de-excitation of the PLF daughter fragments.

The results of the dynamical interaction models CLAT and QMD were used as input

for the statistical decay code GEMINI[2]. The latter code simulates the evaporation of

light charged particles according to the Hauser-Feshbach formalism[33]. IMF formation is

modeled in the statistical formalism by weighting with the density of states at the conditional

asymmetric-fission saddle-point for each of the energetically open decay channels. The spin-

dependent conditional asymmetric-fission barriers are those calculated by modifying the

Sierk barriers[34] to allow an additional isotopic degree of freedom. Furthermore it assumes

saddle shapes corresponding to a separation distance of d=2 fm between the centers of the

nascent fragments[35]. In the model predictions presented here, the spins of the decaying

nuclei were arbitrarily set to J=0.
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Comparison of the model predictions to the data is facilitated by a software replica of

the CHIMERA array (CSR). The CSR code corrects for the detection inefficiency resulting

from missing or uncalibrated detectors. The code also requires a simulated event to have the

proper characteristics required to theoretically activate the triggering electronics. Events

which lack the proper characteristics are not considered for comparison to the data. In

addition, the software replica also determines which individual reaction products predicted

by the model(s) would be measured by the CHIMERA multi-detector, and which should be

ignored. One reason for excluding an individual reaction product is that its kinetic energy

is below the detection or identification threshold. The predictions of the geometric model

are not checked using the CSR.

RESULTS

As a first step in the analysis, the general features of the reaction were examined. This

was followed by analysis of those events found to be consistent with the division of the PLF

into two relatively massive fragments. Much of the methodology for the latter analysis is

based on an understanding of the general reaction characteristics. In particular kinematic

regions most likely to be sampled by the fragments formed in the split of the PLF are

determined and events outside these regions are not considered in the analysis.

General Reaction Characteristics

Observables sensitive to the general reaction characteristics include the charged particle

multiplicity, the invariant cross sections and the PLF residue angular distributions. The

absolute yields presented in this section are reported despite the fact that the precision of

this measurement has not been determined. Except for the observable Mtot (introduced next)

geometric corrections for the detection inefficiency resulting from missing or uncalibrated

detectors have been made.

The normalized distribution of the total multiplicity (Mtot) is presented in Fig. 2. The

multiplicity distribution shows a peak at small values (Mtot ≈ 2), a depression at medium

values, and a second, boader peak, at large values of the total multiplicity. This shape is

characteristic of heavy ion reactions which span a broad range of impact parameters[6].
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FIG. 2: Normalized total multiplicity distribution.

The measured distribution of atomic numbers of fast reaction products (products with en-

ergy sufficient to traverse the silicon detectors) is presented in Fig. 3. The yield is maximum

for hydrogen, followed by a general decrease through the atomic number range 3 ≤ Z ≤ 10.

The yield then increases through the range 10 ≤ Z ≤ 19. The sharp maximum for calcium

is an experimental artifact due to elastic pile-up during the 3 µs QDC gate. The low but

measurable probability of producing fragments with atomic number slightly greater than

20 reflects the fact that nucleon transfer (specifically proton transfer) occurs at the studied

reaction energy. The absence of fragments with atomic number greater than Z > 23 re-

flects the fact that the slow TLF residues and fission fragments do not traverse the silicon

detectors and are therefore below the Z-identification threshold.

The yield predicted by the geometric reaction model is denoted by the solid red line in

Fig. 3. The model underestimates the yield of fragments with atomic numbers Z < 10. In
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. The solid red

line denotes the predictions of the direct production model.

the case of LCPs the underestimation is likely due to the complete neglect of sequential

decay processes. However, given the simplicity of this model, the observed deviation is

surprisingly small. The comparable to that found in a study of the 40Ar+27Al reaction at

44AMeV[36]. However, the present work uses a smaller nuclear radius parameter (r0) and

no correction for detector thresholds or particles passing through the beam exit has been

made. The yield predicted for Z = 20 is considered arbitrary due to inclusion of some elastic

scattering events in the calculation.

The invariant cross section for charged products is an observable widely used to investigate

their origin. The upper panels (a)-(b) of Figs. 4-6 present the measured invariant cross

section for a range of charged reaction products. Starting with products most similar to the

projectile (Fig. 4(a) 18 ≤ Z ≤ 20), the velocity components both parallel and perpendicular
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FIG. 4: Logarithmic contour plot of the invariant cross section
(

d2σ
πv⊥dv⊥dv‖

)

measured for the

reaction of 48Ca+124Sn and plotted in the laboratory frame. (a) Experimental data for charged

particles with atomic numbers (18 ≤ Z ≤ 20) (b) Experimental data for charged particles with

atomic numbers (15 ≤ Z ≤ 17) (c)-(d) Predictions of the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR simulations

for comparison with the experimental data in the panels directly above. (e)-(f) Predictions of the

QMD+GEMINI+CSR simulations for comparison with the experimental data in the same column.
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FIG. 5: Logarithmic contour plot of the invariant cross section
(

d2σ
πv⊥dv⊥dv‖

)

measured for the

reaction of 48Ca+124Sn and plotted in the laboratory frame. (a) Experimental data for charged

particles with atomic numbers (12 ≤ Z ≤ 14) (b) Experimental data for charged particles with

atomic numbers (9 ≤ Z ≤ 11) (c)-(d) Predictions of the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR simulations for

comparison with the experimental data in the panels directly above. (e)-(f) Predictions of the

QMD+GEMINI+CSR simulations for comparison with the experimental data in the same column.
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FIG. 6: Logarithmic contour plot of the invariant cross section
(

d2σ
πv⊥dv⊥dv‖

)

measured for the

reaction of 48Ca+124Sn and plotted in the laboratory frame. (a) Experimental data for charged

particles with atomic numbers (6 ≤ Z ≤ 8) (b) Experimental data for charged particles with

atomic numbers (3 ≤ Z ≤ 5) (c)-(d) Predictions of the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR simulations for

comparison with the experimental data in the panels directly above. (e)-(f) Predictions of the

QMD+GEMINI+CSR simulations for comparison with the experimental data in the same column.
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to the beam axis show little deviation from the coordinates of the projectile before the

reaction (v‖, v⊥) = (9, 0). Fragments with smaller atomic number show larger deviations

from the coordinates of the projectile. The largest change in parallel and perpendicular

components produces a “comet tail” shape seen most clearly in Fig. 6 (a) and (b).

Turning to a comparison between the data and both the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR and

QMD+GEMINI+CSR simulations, one immediately concludes that the models do not quan-

titatively agree with the data. Large portions of the observed velocity space are not sampled

by the calculations and those which are sampled are not in quantitative agreement. However,

some qualitative similarities are discernible. To begin the work and justify the subsequent

analysis framework a comparison of the qualitative similarities will be discussed. The com-

parison assumes that regions of velocity space sampled by both the model and experiment

indicate a common mechanism of production.

The non-circular shape visible in the experimental distributions which exhibit a “comet

tail” differs from that predicted by the corresponding CLAT+GEMINI+CSR simulations

presented in panels (c)-(d) of the same figures. This difference is most pronounced for

fragments with atomic numbers in the range (Z < 9) and suggests that these fragments

originate from sources not considered by the model. However, the distribution for fragments

with larger atomic numbers exhibit elongated shapes (even though the internal structure is

decidedly different) in both the data and the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR simulations. Therefore,

the origin of the larger fragments may be similar to that predicted by the model. Fragments

which lie along the semi-circular ridge with radius 2 cm/ns centered around (v‖, v⊥) = (2, 0)

visible in Fig. 6 (b) and (d) could share a common origin and be classified as TLF fission

fragments. The sharp cut-off along the inner edge of this semi-circular ridge denotes the

Z-identification threshold. It is quantitatively well reproduced by the CSR “filtering”.

The predictions of the QMD+GEMINI+CSR simulations reproduce the velocity space

position of the peaks of the experimental distributions in Figs. 4-5, but not those in Fig. 6.

Instead, in the latter figure, especially panel (f), the tails of the experimental and model dis-

tributions have a similar shape. This suggests that the majority of the fragments with atomic

numbers in the range (Z ≥ 9) could share similar production mechanism(s). For fragments

with lower atomic number, only a fraction of those predicted by the QMD+GEMINI+CSR

model may share production characteristics. The shape and location of the peak of the dis-

tribution does not appear to depend on the range of fragment atomic numbers as predicted
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by the QMD+GEMINI+CSR model. This may surprisingly suggest that the mechanism

for producing fragments with atomic number Z ≈ 17 is similar to that producing fragments

Z ≈ 4 in the model. It has been mentioned above that the same cannot be said for the data.

Binary heavy-ion reactions are known to produce two massive intermediate systems de-

noted the PLF and TLF for their similarity to the projectile and target respectively. We

may therefore make the ad hoc assumption that in the 48Ca+124Sn reaction the residue of

the PLF will have an atomic number Z ≥ 10. Using this event selection the following figures

examine characteristics of the PLF residues using well known relationships developed for the

study of low energy binary dissipative collisions.

The relationship between the laboratory kinetic energy and the laboratory scattering an-

gle of the PLF residue is known to have a characteristic dependence in binary dissipative

collisions[37]. This relationship is presented as a logarithmic contour diagram in Fig. 7 (a)

and (b). At small laboratory angles the data show two high intensity groupings at 2200

and 1200 MeV respectively. The first corresponds to elastic scattering events. These have

already been characterized as an experimental artifact. However, consistent with expec-

tation of elastic scattering angular distribution, the intensity of the band decreases with

increasing scattering angle. The second, medium intensity band begins at small angles and

approximately 1500 MeV and extends to larger angles accompanied by lower energies and

lower intensities. The events contributing to this band are consistent with semi-peripheral

collisions which experience some degree of “orbiting”.

The data in Fig. 7(a) are compared to the mean predictions of the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR

model. Open symbols represent mean predictions of the primary PLFs at different impact

parameters. The lines interpolate between the points. Closed symbols represent the mean

predictions of the PLF residues likely to be measured by the CHIMERA multi-detector for

the same set of impact parameters. The agreement between the latter calculation and the

second, medium intensity contour band is excellent. The CSR also predicts that the PLF

residue will be measured after an apparent kinetic energy loss of approximately 200 MeV

in reasonable agreement with the general lack of genuine Mtrigger ≥ 2 events with higher

laboratory kinetic energies.

The data in Fig. 7(b) are compared to the mean predictions of the QMD+GEMINI+CSR

model. Again, open symbols represent the predictions of the primary PLF and closed

symbols represent predictions for the PLF residue kinetic energy and laboratory scattering
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FIG. 7: Contour plots of the double-differential cross sections for PLF residues from the 48Ca+124Sn

reaction. The top panels (a) and (b) illustrate the yield as a function of PLF residue kinetic energy

and deflection angle, while the bottom panels (c) and (d) represent this yield as a function of PLF

residue velocity and deflection angle. Symbols represent results of model calculations based on

the code CLAT (left panels) and the QMD code (right panels) for primary (open symbols) and

secondary (solid symbols) PLF reaction products. In the bottom panels predictions for primary

and secondary fragments coincide. The lines are drawn to guide the eye.

angles at different impact parameters. However, the impact parameters are not the same as

those representing the CLAT model predictions. The QMD model predicts kinetic energies

of the PLF residue which are higher than observed experimentally.
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The relationship between the PLF residue velocity and the laboratory scattering angle is

also known to have a characteristic dependence similar to that for the PLF residue kinetic en-

ergy. In addition, this relationship is known to be independent of statistical decay processes.

Therefore, the data are only compared to predictions of the primary reaction products in

Fig. 7 (c) and (d). The data show a wide distribution of laboratory velocities and lack the

branch structure visible in the kinetic energy, laboratory angle relationships. The inensity

is peaked at small angles and laboratory velocities close to 9 cm/ns. The intensity decreases

as the angle increases. The CLAT model predictions presented in Fig. 7(c) overestimate the

change in velocity with angle. This suggests that the predictions for the kinetic energy and

laboratory angle relationship may be accidental. The QMD model predictions presented in

Fig. 7(d) underestimate the change in velocity with angle. This underestimate may explain

the discrepancy discussed above regarding the kinetic energy loss.

The picture emerging from the data analysis is that a number of features of low energy

damped reactions remain at 45 AMeV. However a number of important deviations have been

observed. It is clear that large remnants of the projectile survive the collision even in semi-

peripheral collisions. The next section will examine events in which the PLF apparently

breaks into two pieces and produces an IMF.

Coincidence Event Data and PLF Binary Splits

The primary advantage of 4π detector arrays is their ability to measure the kinematic

relationships between multiple reaction products produced in a single heavy-ion collision. A

secondary benefit, is that the reaction products may be detected with high efficiency. Before

turning to a discussion of events consistent with the binary split of the PLF, the coincidence

data concerning the multiplicity of LCPs will be examined.

The average multiplicity of identified LCPs detected in coincidence with a PLF residue

is plotted versus the laboratory scattering angle of the residue in Fig. 8. The y-axis scale

increases from top to bottom to mimic the patern expected in the PLF residue energy and

velocity dependence on the laboratory scattering angle. The multiplicity is observed to in-

crease with increasing scattering angle of the PLF residue. The rate (dMLCP/dΘPLFres)

of this increase is largest for PLF residue angles in the range 5 < Θ < 15. At larger

angles the multiplicity does not increase as quickly, suggesting some degree of saturation
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FIG. 8: The correlation between the average multiplicity of LCPs and the PLF residue scattering

angle in the 48Ca+124Sn reaction. Experimental data are represented by solid dots while the model

predictions are represented by solid (QMD-based) and dotted (CLAT-based) lines.

may occur. The data are compared to CLAT+GEMINI+CSR predictions (dashed line)

and QMD+GEMINI+CSR predictions (solid line). Quantitatively, the former slightly over-

estimates the multiplicity dependence on the PLF residue angle while the later severely

underestimates it. Both models reproduce the observed trend of increasing multiplicity with

increasing PLF residue scattering angle.

Events in which two massive fragments (Z > 2) were detected in coincidence were exam-

ined. As stated above, the existence of a “hierarchy” relationship between the speed and size

of the PLF fission fragments has been reported. Therefore in the following analysis, the two

fragments were classified according to their size; wherein the fragment with larger atomic

number was denoted ZH for “heavy” and the fragment with the smaller atomic number was
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denoted ZL for “light”.

The invariant cross section for these two fragments is displayed in Fig. 9 (a) and (b).

The predictions of the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model for comparable events are presented

for comparison in Fig. 9 (c) and (d). The solid lines demarcate a cone of forward laboratory

angles (Θ < 18◦). The significance of these lines will be explained next.

The fragments contributing to the semi-circular ridges visible in Fig. 9 (b) and (d) were

previously associated with the progeny of the target. If this is true it would be inappropriate

to consider these ZL fragments in the analysis specifically designed to examine the kinematic

relations between fragments formed in the split of an isolated PLF. Thus an ad hoc selection

of events in which both the ZH and ZL fragments were detected within the forward Θ < 18◦

cone was assumed. The use of such an arbitrary selection must be carefully considered

and merits further discussion. The forward 18◦ cone does appear to effectively separate

contributions from the PLF and TLF as they are modeled by the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR

simulations. One may therefore view the selection as a viable tool to study events which

are consistent with asymmetric fission of equilibrated PLFs and those which deviate slightly

from this idealization. Also, the results presented below are qualitatively insensitive to a

20% change in the value of the cut-off angle.

The result of this selection was also tested by determining the total atomic number

detected on an event-by-event basis within this kinematic region. The distribution of total

atomic number within the forward (Θ < 18◦) region is presented in Fig. 10. If all protons

from the projectile were collected, one may expect a distribution centered close to the atomic

number (Z = 20). The Gaussian shaped distribution is centered at a value of fifteen. The

shift is likely due to stochastic processes such as incomplete collection of multiple PLF

fragmentation products, a shift in the primary PLF atomic number distribution during

the projectile-target interaction, or a combination of the two. Especially important to the

subsequent analysis is the complete collection of massive fragments (Z > 2) whose relatively

large momenta may significantly affect the kinematic reconstruction of the PLF breakup.

Just as it would be inappropriate to consider fragments originating from the TLF, so to

would it be inappropriate to analyze incomplete events. To this end a simple Monte-Carlo

simulation was developed. The simulation considered a simplified case in which a PLF with

atomic number Z = 20 and velocity vector components (v‖, v⊥) = (8, 0) splits into three

massive fragments in a process consistent with fission of an equilibrated PLF. The simulation
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FIG. 9: (a) Logarithmic contours of the invariant cross section (arb. units) for charged particles

with larger atomic number (ZH) detected in two-body events plotted in the laboratory. (b) Loga-

rithmic contours of the invariant cross section (arb. units) for charged particles with smaller atomic

number (ZL) detected in two-body events plotted in the laboratory. (c)-(d) CLAT+GEMINI+CSR

model predictions for the invariant cross section of the heavy (left panel) and lighter (right panel)

fragments produced in the binary split of the PLF.
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FIG. 10: Distribution of total atomic number identified in the forward 18 degrees of the laboratory

in two-body PLF splits

calculated the probability that the fragments were measured by determining if they struck a

calibrated detector. The percent of three fragment PLF splits misidentified as two fragment

splits for such an idealized situation, is approximately 10%. However, the measured yield of

three fragment PLF splits is a factor of six less than that measured for two fragment splits.

This suggests that the percent of incorrectly identified events is less than 10%. Therefore the

Monte-Carlo simulations suggest that the shift in the summed atomic number distribution

is not due to missing massive fragments and a kinematic reconstruction of binary PLF splits

is possible.

Turning to this kinematic analysis, an important variable in the study of PLF fission

systematics is the angle between the fission axis and the direction of the PLF motion.

This relationship is illustrated in Fig. 11 where moving from bottom to top in the figure,
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decayΘ

FIG. 11: Definition of the decay angle (Θdecay) deduced from the vector components of the reaction

products produced in the binary split of the PLF.

the projectile and its progeny are followed through the course of the heavy-ion reaction.

First, the projectile approaches the target. Next, a di-nuclear complex is formed. Then,

the excited and possibly deformed PLF separates from the TLF following an “orbiting”

trajectory. Finally, the PLF breaks into two pieces. The original direction of the PLF before

the split can be reconstructed using the properties of the measured fission fragments and

the relationship presented in Eqn. 2. In the equation, AH & AL are the mass numbers of the

“heavy” and “light” fragments respectively and the indicies represent the same relationship

for the velocity vectors v̄H & v̄L.

v̄PLF =
AHv̄H + ALv̄L

AH + AL

(2)

At any time during the course of the reaction, light charged particles may be emitted.
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FIG. 12: Measured differential cross section (arb. units) versus the cosine of the decay angle for

all two-body events. (a) Experimental data from the 48Ca+124Sn reaction (b) The solid black line

presents the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model predictions of the 48Ca+124Sn and the dotted red line

represents the model calculation considering only the decay of the excited PLF.

However, their contribution to the kinematic reconstruction is assumed to be negligible.

The angle between the fission axis and the original motion of the PLF is well understood

for cases in which the PLF is equilibrated[38]. For such nuclei, the angular distribution is

symmetric about cos(Θdecay) = 0.

The angular distribution observed when the analysis is performed for all events in which

two massive fragments (ZH & ZL) were detected is presented in Fig. 12(a). The distri-

bution is peaked at cos(Θdecay) = −0.85. The angular distribution predicted by the the

CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model is presented in Fig. 12(b) as a solid black line. The location

of the peak in the simulated distribution is in qualitative agreement with that visible in the
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data. Also presented for comparison in Fig. 12(b) as a dotted red histogram is the result of

the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR calculation considering only contributions from the decay of the

PLF. Such a separation is obviously only possible in a simulation. The latter distribution

lacks a peak, which suggests that this component may be associated with the progeny of

the TLF in the experimental data. One must point out that the difference in the height

of the peak to tail component in the data is approximately four times that observed in the

simulation. Therefore, one cannot exclude other dynamic decay contribution(s) from either

the PLF or TLF.

The angular distribution of binary PLF splits detected in the forward 18◦ of the

CHIMERA array may offer a better experimental rejection of TLF contributions. The angu-

lar distribution which results from this event selection is presented in Fig. 13 as solid symbols.

The data are not symmetric about cos(Θdecay) = 0. However, the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR

model predictions, which considers both PLF and TLF sources, is presented as a solid red

line in the same figure. The simulated distribution is symmetric and therefore suggests that

the event selection does not appear to contain significant contributions from the TLF. This

also suggests that the experimentally observed asymmetry is not an experimental artifact.

The data are peaked at angles cos(Θdecay) = −1 which are consistent with the “aligned”

break-up of the PLF along its direction of flight and in a configuration in which the smaller

fragment (ZL) is slower than the larger one (ZH). This ordering relationship has been termed

the “hierarchy effect”.

In addition to symmetric angular distributions, the relative velocity of the fragments pro-

duced in the fission of equilibrated PLFs has been known to follow “Viola” systematics[39].

These systematics relate the size of the fissioning system to the total kinetic energy im-

parted to the fission fragments. The systematics have been expanded to relate the size of

both fragments to the total kinetic energy released in asymmetric splits[40]. However, these

systematics are not valid for systems as small the the Ca-like PLF produced in the present

study. Instead, the present work assumes the kinetic energy is equal to the potential energy

(Uc) of two “touching” uniformly charged spheres. The radii of the spheres is assumed to

be that of the final fragments and is estimated using the standard relationship between the

nuclear mass and matter radius (see Eqn. 1). The expression for the potential energy in
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FIG. 13: Differential cross section (arb. units) versus the cosine of the decay angle for two-body

events in which both fragments (ZH & ZL) were detected within the forward 18◦ cone. Solid

symbols represent the data measured for the 48Ca+124Sn reaction. The cross section predicted

by the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model is represented by a solid line. The model predictions have

been increased by a factor of twenty to allow a better comparison of the shape of the angular

distributions.

MeV for such a configuration may be expressed as,

Uc =
1.44 ∗ ZH ∗ ZL

1.2 ∗
(

A
1/3

H + A
1/3

L

) . (3)

After estimating the total kinetic energy of the fission fragments, their relative velocity (Vc)

may be calculated using the principle of momentum conservation.

Next, the analysis investigated whether the measured relative velocity between the PLF

fission fragments is consistent with the above systematics. The observed relative velocity is
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defined by the relation,

v̄Rel = v̄H − v̄L. (4)

The logarithmic contours in Fig. 14(a) represent the double differential cross section for

PLF splits in the forward cone of the CHIMERA array as a function of the cosine of the

decay angle and the normalized relative velocity v̄Rel

Vc
. For a large fraction of the observed

PLF splits the relative velocity is significantly larger than that expected ( v̄Rel

Vc
= 1) of

touching spherical nuclei. The velocity is especially high for decay angles cos(Θdecay) =

−1 and cos(Θdecay) = 1. In the latter case, the smaller fragment ZL is faster than the

larger one ZH . This order is the opposite of that described by the “hierarchy effect”. The

logarithmic contours in Fig. 14(b) represent the double differential cross section predicted

by the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model. The predicted events display a symmetric angular

distribution as demonstrated previously and the normalized velocity is centered around a

value of one. The model predictions are consistent with systematics of asymmetric fission

of equlibrated PLFs but clearly deviate from the observations.

One natural explanation for the observations of both the classical hierarchy and its op-

posite, is that the PLF splits into two pieces directly (or soon after the projectile interacts

with the target). This scenario is consistent with the geometric reaction model described

above. If such a model were to successfully describe the data, one would expect a direct

relationship between the impact parameter and the PLF splits with high relative velocity be-

tween the fragments. Before comparison with the geometric model the data were examined

to see if a variable independent of the kinematic reconstruction of the PLF was sensitive to

the collision centrality. One observable canonically associated with the collision centrality

is the multiplicity of charged particles and its sensitivity has been demonstrated for semi-

peripheral collisions (c.f. Fig. 8). The following will use this observable to independently

characterize the data presented in Fig. 14(a).

The data which deviate from the systematics developed for fission of equilibrated nuclei

appear to fall into two classes. The first class corresponds to PLF splits in which the smaller

fragment ZL is slower than the larger fragment ZH . This particular ordering of the size and

speed of the fragments for this class of events is consistent with the “hierarchy effect”. The

class may be selected by the criterion cos(Θdecay) < −0.6 and is labeled the “backward” split

of the PLF because the smaller fragment is found in the backward kinematic region of the

PLF center-of-mass frame. A second class of events is consistent with the opposite ordering
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FIG. 14: Logarithmic contours of the cross-section (arb. units) for two-body events plotted versus

cos(Θdecay) and the relative velocity between the fragments divided by that expected for fission

of an equilibrated PLF (Vc). (a) Experimental data measured for the 48Ca+124Sn reaction. (b)

CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model predictions for the same reaction.

of fragment speeds and sizes. These events may be selected by the criterion cos(Θdecay) > 0.6

and is labeled the “forward” split of the PLF. To ensure that the orientation is properly

defined one may impose a further condition on the asymmetry (η) of the PLF split. The
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FIG. 15: (a) Experimental total multiplicity distribution for two classes of events: forward (red)

and backward (black) asymmetric (η > 0.5) splits of the PLF. The multiplicity distribution for

forward splits has been scaled by a factor of three to allow better comparison. (b) CLAT+GEMINI

model predictions for the multiplicity of charged particles with laboratory velocity greater than

3 cm/ns for the two classes of PLF splits. The mean and error in the mean are listed in the figure

with color coded text to coincide with that of the respective distributions.

asymmetry is defined by the expression:

η =
AH − AL

AH + AL

, (5)

depending on the mass of the “heavy” and “light” PLF fission fragments (AH & AL). By

selecting events with asymmetry (η > 0.5) one can be reasonably sure that statistical de-

excitation of the fragments does not affect the assignment of the alignment direction.

The experimentally observed total multiplicity distributions for these two event classes
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are presented in Fig. 15(a). Each distribution is approximately Gaussian in shape. The

mean values which are denoted in the figure are different for the two distributions. The

higher mean total multiplicity for forward splits of the PLF suggests that these events occur

at a lower impact parameter with more projectile-target overlap. The predictions of the

CLAT+GEMINI model are presented in Fig. 15(b) for comparison. To account for the

response of the CHIMERA array, the calculation of the total multiplicity considered only

charged particles with velocity greater than 3 cm/ns to remove from consideration those

heavy fragments unlikely to leave the target foil and produce a measurable response in the

detectors. Given such an approximation, the mean value of the distribution predicted by

the model should be interpreted with care. However, it is encouraging to note that the

mean of the predicted distributions are higher than those observed experimentally. This

overestimate is in qualitative agreement with that presented for a different class of events in

Fig. 8. The important result of the CLAT+GEMINI estimate of the mean total multiplicity

is that the mean does not depend on the kinematics of the PLF fission, as expected.

To affect a direct comparison of the geometric production model with the experimental

data, a novel analysis scheme was developed. The scheme leverages a number of the analysis

details described above. By choosing “forward” and “backward” kinematic regions which

are symmetric in the PLF rest frame, the contribution of equilibrated fission of the PLF to

the yield in each case is expected to be constant. The yield ratio would be insensitive to

the equilibrium contribution if this component is significantly less than the dynamic one.

In addition the choice of asymmetric splits can be used to directly test the applicability of

the geometric model. The reasoning for this is illustrated in Fig. 16. Two projectile-target

collisions are considered: one at a semi-peripheral impact parameter (b1) and the second at a

more central impact parameter (b2). If the interaction between the projectile and target were

to split the projectile into two pieces whose sizes are determined by the geometric overlap,

then a situation exists wherein both impact parameters (b1 & b2) may lead to the same

asymmetry (η) of the PLF. However, these two collisions may lead to different kinematics if

one assumes that the matter in the overlap region is slowed appreciably by the interaction.

Namely the larger fragment will be faster than the smaller fragment for collisions at impact

parameter (b1) while the opposite ordering will take place for more central collisions. Given

such a simple approximation of undoubtedly the complex collision process, the yield of the

two event classes may be easily estimated. Of course one expects statistical fluctuations and
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FIG. 16: Illustration of the geometric production model and how the asymmetry and the hierarchy

of the split may be directly related to the yield for two event classes.
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experimental uncertainties to broaden the asymmetry which would be observed in collisions

at a fixed and sharply defined impact parameter. This concept is illustrated by solid bars of

non-zero width which represent the integral yield for a range of PLF fragment asymmetry.

The two bars represent the two possible ordering of the fragment sizes and speeds. The

integral yield of one bar (Y) can be expressed as,

Y =
∫ b+ǫ

b−ǫ

dσ

db
db. (6)

In Eqn. 6 the parameter ǫ may represent the compound effect of statistical fluctuations and

experimental uncertainties contributing to the choice of a asymmetry range.

To account for the contribution of PLFs which undergo equilibrium fission and other-

wise mitigate systematic uncertainties associated with precise yield measurements, the ratio

between the yield of the two event classes was determined for a series of PLF split asymme-

tries. The experimentally measured ratio between the yield of the backward (Yb) to forward

(Yf ) event classes is plotted versus the asymmetry of the PLF split in Fig. 17. The yield is

observed to increase as the asymmetry of the split increases. This dependence is generally

reproduced by the geometric model for the three lowest asymmetries considered. The pre-

dictions of the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model are represented by the blue region. The model

does not show a deviation from the a ratio of unity as the PLF split asymmetry is varied.

The QMD+GEMINI+CSR model predictions are represented by the red region. Although

the uncertainties are large, the QMD+GEMINI+CSR model predicts a trend opposite that

observed in the data. It should be stressed that the error bars presented in the figure repre-

sent only the statistical uncertainties. Systematic uncertainties could contribute to the mean

values, especially for the asymmetry range 0.7 ≤ η ≤ 0.8. Competing process(es) such as

fusion of the projectile and target at the presumably small impact parameter (< b2 >= 1.4

fm) could deplete the “forward” PLF split component to the point where event pile-up con-

tributes significantly to the measured ratio. Therefore, it may be appropriate to consider

this latter data point to be a lower limit.

DISCUSSION

The inability of neither the CLAT+GEMINI+CSR model nor the QMD+GEMINI+CSR

model reproduce the observed damping suggests that neither correctly accounts for the
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FIG. 17: Yield ratio of backward to forward splits of the PLF versus the asymmetry of the split.

Solid symbols represent the experimental data. The solid black line denotes the predictions of the

geometric model. Red and blue regions represent the predictions of the QMD+GEMINI+CSR and

CLAT+GEMINI+CSR models respectively.

microscopic mechanisms which transform the projectile kinetic energy into internal degrees

of freedom. It is difficult to conclude which parameter or physical process in these two models

should be adjusted or added to account for the observed discrepancies. It is surprising to

note that the QMD model predicts the opposite trend in the yield ratio. It seems that the

model is more likely to predict the split in more central collisions. Perhaps this effect is

related to the surprising similarity of the invariant cross section distributions for nearly all

charged products (c.f. Fig. 4- 6 panels (e) and (f)).
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Of the three models, the geometric production model reproduces the data relating the

“forward” and “backward” yield components the best. However, it is premature to suggest

that the PLF shears cleanly in the manner considered by the model. The model does not

offer predictions for the excitation energy or laboratory scattering angle of the fragments

produced in the split of the PLF. If these properties were known, a more realistic calculation

accounting for the statistical de-excitation of these fragments and the CHIMERA detection

efficiency could be performed. Geometric models attempting to predict these details have

been attempted in the past with limited success[8]. Therefore, the present implementation

is only helpful in interpreting basic trends in the data.

A process such as “dynamic fission” of the PLF is not considered explicitly by the geomet-

ric production model, and is still only conceptual. However, the relatively simple relationship

between the asymmetry in the split of the PLF and collision centrality suggested by the anal-

ysis presented above, may provide a framework to realize such a model. The trend in the

data appears to suggest a relationship between the degree of projectile-target overlap and

the direct production of IMFs exists. A better understanding of the perturbation applied

to the projectile in the collision with the target could also prove important to explorations

of the dissipation mechanism(s) important in heavy-ion collisions at medium bombarding

energies.

CONCLUSION

Events consistent with the split of the PLF formed in reactions of 48Ca+124Sn at 45 AMeV

were isolated. The kinematics of the products produced in the split were analyzed and found

inconsistent with the systematics expected for asymmetric fission of an equilibrated PLF.

The fragment size and velocity hierarchy was found to be sensitive to the multiplicity of

charged particles, an observable canonically associated with the reaction centrality. A novel

analysis scheme suggests that the split of the PLF may arise from the geometrical overlap

of the projectile and target.

This work was supported by the US Department of Energy Grant No. DE-FG02-

88ER40414.
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Abstract 

 

Development and performance of a new Gd-loaded plastic-scintillator neutron detector are 

discussed. The NSTAR (“Neutron Sandwich Transmuter/Activation- Radiator”) detector has high 

detection efficiency for neutrons, from thermal to MeV energies. The detector is scalable, 

economic to construct of environmentally benign components, and can be ruggedized. The 

NSTAR operating principle is similar to that of Gd-loaded liquid scintillation detectors, where the 

scintillator has dual functions as neutron moderator and sensor of delayed capture -rays, but 

spatially separates scintillator from neutron converter components. The time dependent NSTAR 

response to neutrons consists of a prompt, energy related light flash followed by a delayed signal 

characteristic in both light output and delay time. This feature provides the basis for -neutron 

discrimination and for event-by-event multiplicity determination. Prototype detector modules 

consist of [12 x 20 x (50 or 100) cm
3
] stacks of plastic scintillator sheets (Saint Gobain BC-408) 

alternating with thin Gd-loaded (0.5 wt. %) converter films (PDMS-SYLGARD 184), viewed by 

fast photomultipliers (Philips XP2041). NSTAR tests with Am/Be and pulsed-beam DD neutrons 

are in good agreement with theoretical estimates based on neutron transport simulations. 

Characteristics of the detector module include an average neutron capture time of <tc> = (21.7 ± 

0.2) μs and a detection efficiency of ε = (26 ± 3) % for DD neutrons. The NSTAR has been 

applied to determine the event-by-event multiplicity distribution of DD generator neutron bursts. 
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